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ABSTRACT
System for Australian Soils (Isbell, 1993) was simpler to use and required less 
specific data (laboratory and field work) to complete a classification.
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CHAPTER ONE. Introduction
1.1 What is Soil?
The question “what is soil?” is an important one as it will define the medium that 
is to be classified, i.e., most classification systems rely on the operational 
universe to have definite boundaries. The meaning of the term “soil” varies from 
person to person. Agriculturists view soil to be a medium of solid, liquid and 
gaseous materials that supports crops and other vegetation (Millar and Turk, 
1965). However, plants will grow in water with nutrients, sand dunes, stream 
deposits (alluvium) and in wind deposited dust (loess). Are these media 
considered as soil? Plant life can be supported in these media; however, they 
show none of the features which the early pedologists consider to be soil 
(Corbett, 1969). Dokuchaev defined soil as the "the surface and adjoining 
horizons of parent material which have undergone, more or less, a natural 
change under the influence of water, air, and various species of organisms living 
or dead; this change is reflected, to a certain degree, in the composition, structure 
and colour of the products of weathering" (cited in Gerasimov and Glazovskaya, 
1965). Dokuchaev's definition was an improvement of previous efforts but failed 
to consider the morphological properties or the functions of soils. Later an 
American, Marbut (1951) in 1927, rewrote Dokuchaev's definition including the 
factors of reaction processes and morphology. The first definition to include soil 
horizons was offered by Joffe (in 1949), who considered soil as weathered 
material in genetically related horizons. This was the most complete definition of 
soil, however, aspects such as soil nutrients and plant growth were left out. Soil 
may therefore be defined as "an autonomous (not independent) natural body of 
mineral, organic and nutrient constituents, resulting from the interaction of the 
country rock with environmental factors of climate, topography, plant and animal 
life, and differing from the underlying material in morphology; physical, chemical
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and mineralogical characteristics; and the way and manner in which it supports 
and reacts to plant growth" (Faniran and Areola, 1978). Soil Taxonomy defines 
soils as the “...horizons near the earth’s surface which ... have been altered by 
the interactions over time, between climate, relief, parent materials, and living 
organisms.” (Soil Survey Staff, 1994 p1). Soil Taxonomy uses a 200 cm lower 
limit for very deep soils. In the area covered by this study this only becomes 
important in the deep soils formed on the riverine and coastal plains.
1.2 Why classify soils?
The classification of soils aims to group individuals together according to their 
similarities and differences. Normally a classification also implies a certain set of 
attributes including those on which the classification was made. Soils may be 
grouped according to the way they were formed, their parent material, their 
morphology or their physical and chemical properties relevant to a particular 
purpose (Murphy, B.W., 1991). The reasons for classification are;
- to save time and simplify our descriptions (Leeper, 1956)
- group soils into categories which provide a basis for communication,
- to organise our knowledge,
- gain a better understanding of the relationships of the individuals and 
classes of the population being classified,
- to summarise information so that many statements about one 
particular soil are likely to apply to other soils in the same group,
- to learn new principles and relationships in the population we are 
studying,
- to establish groups or subdivisions of the objects under study so 
that we can apply this classification to predicting their behaviour and 
estimating their best use and productivity (Buol et al, 1973).
Inevitably, no one soil classification system is able cope with all requirements. 
Therefore, the use of different purpose classification systems is common, 
depending on the application. For example, engineers often use the Unified Soil 
Classification system which is based on particle size grading, plasticity and 
organic matter content for estimating the cohesiveness and sheer strength of the 
soil. These attributes are important for road and dam construction, not for 
agriculturists who are more concerned with soil factors that influence soil 
productivity, for example, pH, nitrogen, phosphorus, exchangeable ions, salinity 
and sodicity.
Classification systems are an expression of the current knowledge and do not 
further this knowledge base. These schemes can never be superior to the 
existing state of knowledge, however, they can expose gaps in the current soil 
knowledge (Townsend, 1973).
1.3 Principles of Soil Classification
Soil classification systems endeavour to arrange soils into assemblages 
according to selected differentiating criteria. The criteria are chosen as a 
reflection of the particular interest of the classifier, thus different classification 
systems emerge from the use of different criteria. The majority of these 
classifications aim to produce a single hierarchical classification which 
encompasses all soil units. Such schemes would be of a pyramid form where 
there are a few groups at the summit which then diverge out into relatively more 
groups at the base (Duchaufour, 1982), The Factual Key (Northcote, 1979), 
Classification for Australian Soils (third approximation) (Isbell. 1993) and the 
USDA Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) follow this concept.
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What are the principles of soil classification? Is there a set of rigid principles that
are obvious in their reasoning and use? There is probably no one set of 
principal criteria that could be decided upon as different soil workers will place 
different values on each criterion depending on what sort of information they 
require. However, there are some basic principles that are most commonly used 
for the purpose of classifying individual soil pedons. For these purposes to be 
met, four basic principals must be considered for the classification to be coherent 
and consistent throughout (Boul et al, 1980).
(1) The genetic thread principle, as used in taxonomic schemes for the plant 
and animal Kingdoms, provides a basis for determining the significance 
and relevance of soil properties used as differentiating characteristics.
(2) The principle of accumulating differentiating characteristics, has 
differentiated classes forming a pyramid from high levels of generalisation 
to lower levels such that in the lowest category a large number of 
differentiating characteristics have accumulated leaving the classes 
narrow and completely defined.
(3) The principle of wholeness of taxonomic categories, indicates that all 
individuals of a population must be classified in each category according 
to the characteristics selected as differentiating at that level, that is, any 
differentiating characteristic should classify all the individuals of a given 
population.
(4) The ceiling of independence principle, says that every characteristic is 
limited in its use by a ‘ceiling’ categorical level above which it cannot be 
applied without creating problems, such as inappropriate separations at 
lower levels. Therefore a property or characteristic used to differentiate a 
category must not separate similar individuals in a lower category (Cline,
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1949)
A fifth principle could be added to this list which would cover the dynamics of a 
classification system. Due to the constant accumulation of new soil knowledge, 
our classification schemes cannot stay static. This rigidity in the scheme can 
“prejudice the future and for us to become prisoners of our own taxonomy” (Cline 
1949).
Despite the principle of genetic thread, it is the use of this principle as a basic 
differentiating characteristic that leads to poor classification as seen in the 
Mollisols in Soil Taxonomy (Fanning and Fanning, 1989). Our knowledge of the 
genesis of most soils is only partial and hypothetical. Soil genesis theories and 
hypotheses can be used in soil classification, but they must remain open to 
revision as new information is discovered.
1.4 Types of Classification Systems
There are basically two types of classification, hierarchical and non-hierarchical. 
The majority of classification systems are developed in a hierarchical manner, 
probably because it is the simplest form to understand as the human mind is able 
to manipulate a limited volume of information only (Hicks, 1975). A hierarchical 
structure ensures that only relatively small amounts of information are required to 
link different levels of categorisation, unlike a fuzzy classification that considers a 
variety of criteria simultaneously.
Most hierarchical classifications operate on the assumption that the operational 
universe (the soil continuum) is divided into mutually exclusive groups that have 
clear and unambiguous boundaries (disjoint classes). This implies that soil 
entities will never have attributes of two different groups. Fitzpatrick (1980),
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belives that to date no hierarchical classification system has successfully 
managed to organise soil entities into mutually exclusive groups, however, the 
Factual Key (Northcote, 1979), Soil Taxonomy (soil Survey Staff, 1994) and the 
new Australian scheme (Isbell, 1993) provide satisfactory mutually exclusive 
groups.
Fuzzy classifications do not rely on these mutually exclusive groups and can 
have part membership in any class (McBratney, 1994). This allows fuzzy 
classifications to reflect the real world more accurately.
Most classifications use disjoint classes for practical reasons (Moore et al, 1983). 
Despite the disadvantage that the information of soils far from the central concept 
is lost, the drawing of soil boundaries on soil maps requires non-fuzzy 
boundaries.
There are four main methods of classifying soils and each is used for a different 
purpose. First, there is the empirical or taxonomic approach which uses 
observable individual soil properties, such as shear strength, soil cohesiveness 
or texture. Empirical classifications are used most frequently by engineers, who 
are less interested in soil profiles and soil genesis than in soil porosity and 
hydraulic conductivity.
A second method is known as the morphological approach, which examines the 
profile as a whole, emphasising the genesis from profile characteristics (Faniran 
and Areola, 1978). This is basically a subjective method because profile 
morphology does not always reflect the soil formation process. Soil Taxonomy 
(Soil Survey Staff, 1994) may use morphological differentiating criteria at any 
level of categorisation.
The genetic approach considers the factors which reflect the active processes of 
soil formation, that is, the origin of the soil is of the most importance (Corbett, 
1969). This approach relates the soil attributes to the factors of soil formation, 
especially climate, relief, organisms and time. This is the oldest approach to soil 
classification and was used by the early Russian soil scientists, for example 
Dokuchaev, who stressed that there was a correlation between soil types and 
climatic regions (Gerasimov and Glazovskaya, 1960). This classification system 
involved three major orders; zonal, intrazonal and azonal based on soil 
properties that were thought to reflect climatic and biological, or parent material 
and local drainage patterns. Genetic classification is different to the previous 
systems in being genetic rather than generic (Faniran and Areola, 1978).
The fourth method is an integrative approach, which is most commonly used as 
there is no agreement as to which of the above mentioned systems is most 
appropriate. These different soil classification systems can be directed in two 
distinct classification ideals, the general purpose and the specific purpose 
classification.
General purpose classifications (known as scientific or natural classifications) are 
based on a collection of properties that are quite often unrelated. They are 
created with no specific application, however, they provide a summary of the 
soils attributes that could be used in a wide variety of contexts. The Classification 
System for Australian Soils (Isbell, 1993) and Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 
1994) are both general purpose classification schemes.
Specific purpose classifications are based on a selected range of soil properties 
that are applied to limited situations, for example, land management problems 
regarding acid sulphate, saline soils, expansive soils (for engineering purposes, 
Unified Soil Classification) and silvicultural (forestry) management of pine forests
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(Turner et al,1990). The use of such schemes is important for planning and 
mapping particular problems of the soil and improving the land use 
management.
1.4.1 Numerical classifications
Numerical classification was first proposed as a classification system in 1960. A 
simple ordination method was used that is also the basis for plant taxonomy. 
Numerical Taxonomy uses Adonsonian principles rather than linear principles of 
classification (Buol et al, 1973, pg.207). By the nature of these principles, 
numerical methods can easily cope with homogenous entities (for example, 
soils) but problems arise when anisotropy (that is, having properties that differ 
according to the direction measurement) is encountered. This problem could be 
solved by either "describing each attribute as a depth function or describe the 
profile in terms of relationships between layers" (Moore et al, 1972, p.194). The 
use of computers allows a large amount of information to be processed and 
coordinated. However, the system's single measure of similarity allows loss of 
information and the selection, measurement, and coding of multiple units is 
subjective (Isbell, 1992). Despite this, it has been shown that numerical 
classification applied at a local level is superior to the Northcote system and Soil 
Taxonomy, regarding the choice of appropriately related soil properties and the 
partitioning of soil variation (McKenzie and Austin, 1989). Avery (1968) 
concluded that a coordinate style classification relying on well defined 
characteristics of soil has advantages in principle over hierarchical systems. 
However, since the advent of numerical classification in 1960 not one country 
has created a system for national use. This is very likely due to the large 
variation in soil properties across a nation and the poor calculation of appropriate 
data sets (Isbell, 1992). The use of a numerically based soil classification 
scheme was rejected by the soil classification committee due to the lack of
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standardised data and an adequate representative data set (Isbell, 1993).
1.4.2 USDA Soil Taxonomy
The use of some USDA Soil Taxonomy concepts (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) in the 
new Australian scheme by Isbell (1993) helps towards to creating a system that 
facilitates communication internationally, as the USDA Soil Taxonomy system is 
widespread in its use globally. As of 1982 twelve countries use USDA Soil 
Taxonomy as their primary classification system and twenty others use it as a 
secondary system (Eswaran and Arnold, 1982).
Soil Taxonomy was first proposed in 1951 and has evolved since that time by a 
number of approximations, the latest edition being published in 1994.
There are six levels of categorisation:
(1) order
Eleven orders are recognised which are reasonably similar to Dokuchaev's soil 
types; however, they are not identical. The orders are differentiated by the 
presence or absence of diagnostic horizons or features that display that some 
dominant soil forming processes have occurred. These criteria that differentiate 
the orders were developed from common properties of soils. These properties 
are considered the most relevant factors for soil development, thus these orders 
are created in a manner to avoid genetic implications.
(2) suborder
The differentiating criteria for suborders vary from order to order and are created 
primarily on the basis of characteristics that seemed to produce classes with the 
greatest genetic homogeneity. The differentiating criteria used are essentially
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chemical or physical properties that reflect the presence or absence of 
waterlogging, genetic differences due to climate and moisture and temperature 
regimes which may or may not be reflected in particular morphological, physical 
or chemical properties. The other differentiae use chemical or mineralogical 
criteria and include extreme textures or the presence of short-range order 
minerals or sesquioxides in the clay fraction.
(3) great group
At this level, each great group is determined (within its respective suborder) by 
the presence or absence of diagnostic horizons and the organisation of those 
horizons, for example, the appearance of illuvial clay, iron, humus, dark coloured 
surface horizons, pans that retard root development and water movement and 
anthropic horizons created under cultivation. Each great group has its central 
concept and includes intergrades to other groups, and should be more or less 
equally spaced in terms of the variability in genesis of soils. Regarding soil 
morphology, each great group is considered uniform with respect to kind and 
arrangement of diagnostic horizons and other features.
(4) subgroup
These subgroups are actually subdivisions of their respective great groups and 
can be defined only in terms of reference to the great groups. At this level, the 
soils that fall in between the definition of two great groups are accommodated in 
transitional soil subgroups. There are three types of subgroup:
(1) The central concept of the great group
(2) The intergrade or transitional forms to other orders, suborders or great 
groups
(3) The extragrade soils that have some properties that are neither 
representative of the great group or indicate transitions, i.e., moving 
towards non-soil material.
(5) family
The grouping of soils within the families is based on the presence or absence of 
similar physical and mineralogical properties. These properties affect their 
response to management and manipulation for use and may not be significant as 
indicators of any particular process. These properties are selected to provide 
relatively homogeneous classes and include the use of particle size distribution, 
mineralogy beneath the plough layer, temperature regime and thickness of 
rooting zone as differentiating criteria.
(6) series
This is the lowest category and is a accumulation of soil individuals that are 
basically similar in differentiating criteria and in organisation of horizons. The 
differentiating criteria are mostly the same as those used for the higher 
categories, however, the range used in one or more properties is less. At this 
level, emphasis is given to the morphology and composition of soils below 
plough depth in defining soil series (Soil Survey Staff, 1960).
Australia, until the development of the Classification for Australian Soils (Isbell, 
1993), rarely used USDA Soil Taxonomy concepts as they were considered 
inadequate for the Australian soils (Isbell, 1993; Moore et al, 1983). For 
example, in Australia, Mollisols cover over 1%-2% of the nation's area while 25% 
of the soils in the USA are Mollisols, Where as, Vertisols cover 15% of Australia 
and 1% of the USA (Isbell, 1992). Soil Taxonomy currently has 170 subgroups 
to cater for Australian soils which still yields inadequate classifications as 
Australia has a much wider range of Vertisols than any other country in the world 
(Isbell, pers comm).
The USDA Soil Taxonomy has been tested against the Factual Key (McKenzie 
and Austin, 1989). In NSW Australia, such a comparison was undertaken
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION-----------------------------------------------------------------------------11
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showing that both systems were equally inadequate when grouping relevant soil 
properties, although, both schemes could subdivide relevant "local modalities". 
With a numerical classification, up to 20% - 30% more variation was accounted 
for between soil pedons. This finding emphasises the advantages of a locally 
derived classification and that it is not possible to cover local, national and global 
requirements equally (McKenzie and Austin, 1989).
1.5 A Brief History of Soil Classification
The need to classify soils is not a recent phenomenon and was probably initiated 
at the beginning of agriculture. Over 4000 years ago the Chinese had a simple 
soil classification scheme based largely on colour and structure. It was not until 
the last 150 years that the knowledge of soil became more abundant and led to 
increasingly more sophisticated soil classification methods. In the nineteenth 
century the theory of mineral cycling led to chemists applying this theory to soils 
in an effort to solve the problem of soil fertility. Soils began to be presented in 
terms of their chemical properties relating to agriculture, for example, lime, marl 
or sulphate soils. This is known as the early technical period pioneered by Thaer 
(in 1853) and Fallou (in 1862), who created schemes for specific purposes and 
used factors or characteristics, not the properties of the actual soil profile to 
differentiate soils (Boul et al, 1973). Geologists of the period attempted to group 
soils as products of weathering from a parent material. Soils were mainly 
regarded as a geological material, thus differentiated as granite, diorite and 
basalt soils (Faniran and Areola, 1978). This did not consider mixed parent 
materials such as alluvium. To consider soil merely as a geological formation or 
as a medium in which to grow crops would ensure that there is no uniform basis 
on which to establish a systematic scheme of grouping soils. The concepts of 
Dokuchaev (1846-1903) were basically the first to consider soils as an entity 
whose development and distribution are influenced by factors which obey
general rather than local laws. Hence the emphasis on climate rather than 
parent material, not that parent material was disregarded, rather it was 
considered equally with other factors of soil formation. This is considered as the 
founding of pedology.
During the same period, Hilgard (1833-1906) worked on classification and 
mapping throughout the Mississippi region and was the first scientist in America 
to consider, like Dokuchaev, soil as a natural body. Coffey (1912, cited in Boul et 
al, 1973) was the initial proponent of soils as independent natural bodies that 
should be grouped according to their own attributes and that any differences in 
these properties were due to differences in climate and vegetation. The proposal 
made by Coffey was not readily accepted, however, it was an initial sign of 
changes to come in soil classification in the United States.
There was very little knowledge of Dokuchaev’s work outside of Russia and it 
was not until 1914, when Marbut became familiar with the work of Glinka (a pupil 
of Dokuchaev) and through his influence as chief of the U.S Soil Survey group, 
changed soil classification in the United States from one of geologic orientation 
to one based on the soil profile and the related genetic implications (Nikiforoff, 
1942).
The modern quantitative period of soil classification has seen revision of 
Marbut’s scheme as the increasing availability of soil data provided many 
opportunities to improve the scheme. Most of the revisions involved changes 
with the categories, classes and definitions to encompass all the soils that were 
being classified into inappropriate groups (Boul et al, 1973). The scheme finally 
used is Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975), which placed an emphasis to 
the genetic processes. This particular scheme has had six revisions on the 
present Keys to Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) and is used by many
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other nations. These modern soil classifications emphasise the use of intrinsic 
soil characteristics that are chosen as they best reflect the developmental 
processes of the soil (which are themselves influenced by the environment). 
Recent developments in micromorphological methods for investigating genesis 
of soils will increase the body of knowledge (Zonn, 1977) and lead to more in 
depth technical classifications.
1.5.1 History of Australian Soil Classification
In Australia there has been a succession of soil classification schemes which 
until the 1920’s, had classified and mapped Australian soils in a disorganised 
fashion. J. A. Prescott, then the Chief of Soil Research at the Council for 
Scientific and Industrial Research, introduced modern soil science concepts to 
Australia. From these ideas, Prescott emphasised that the use of the profile for 
classification was more appropriate than external characteristics, such as parent 
material. Soil zones based on genetic classifications had poor application to the 
relict Australian land which has a wide distribution of lateritic material (Isbell, 
1992)
By the 1930’s Prescott had produced a soil map for Australia, describing 18 
different soil zones in five classes. These zones were based largely on the 
concepts of Dokuchaev and his associates. This was the beginning of the Great 
Soil Group concept in Australia and introduced new Groups that had previously 
not been defined (Stace et al, 1968).
C.G.Stephens, Prescott’s successor, after visiting Britain, USA, Ireland and 
France in 1948, put Australian soils into a global context. Marbut succeeded in 
changing the concept of soil as remains of weathered rock to that of an 
independent body (USA Soil Conservation Service, 1960). Following Marbut’s
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idea, Stephens expanded Australia’s soils into two orders, Pedocals (soils with 
calcium carbonate) and Pedalfers (soils with aluminium and iron oxides). The 
basis for this classification emphasised morphology, not genetic or geographical 
characteristics. This idea was published in A Manual of Australian Soils in 1953 
(Stephens, 1962). This morphological classification system accounted for the 
pattern of the ancient relic soils in Australia as the classification of soils according 
to texture and mottling criteria was generally effective in separating the soils 
using these particular properties (Di and Kemp, 1989). These particular 
properties also have a direct influence on soil performance, thus were useful for 
predicting the soil productivity for agricultural applications (McKenzie and 
MacLeod, 1989). However, there was criticism that the group names lacked 
definition and the method of classifying the soil was not objective, thus they were 
grouped to what they “ought” to be and not as what they were (Isbell, 1992). 
There were also anomalies in the Stephen’s Great Soil Groups (Charman, 
1978). This has led to the questioning of some of the soil formation theories such 
as the evidence that a duplex soil is the result of leaching.
By the late 1940's some soil scientists had become frustrated with the use of 
certain differentiating criteria in previous classifications, for example, the nature 
of the parent material. Leeper considered the classification of soil to have "long 
been in a confused state" (Leeper, 1961, p17), and in 1954 suggested a simple 
process of bifurcation (a two-way split). This was done according to soil 
properties such as texture, bleached horizons, and mottling. The newly 
proposed Leeper method of soil classification depended on the nature of the 
whole profile (more so than Prescott's classification) and not on the surface 
alone. This particular idea was never used nationally, however, it produced the 
main thrust behind the classification later devised by Northcote.
During 1960 the first edition of the “Factual Key for the Recognition of Australian
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Soils” by Northcote was published and was based on Leeper’s bifurcating 
scheme (see Figure 1). However, Northcote's scheme considers the whole 
profile, then the characteristics of the individual horizons (Fitzpatrick, 1980). 
Northcote wanted to improve on what the previous classification schemes lacked, 
which was definite groups that could be regarded as truly independent from each 
other (mutually exclusive). The Factual Key is organised into categories, all of 
which are mutually exclusive, morphological in nature and use carbonate and pH 
as part of the differentiating characteristics (Northcote, 1979). The Factual Key is 
simple and efficient and relies on observable features, thus is a useful tool in the 
field. However, this method was unable to allow for soils with reversed 
gradational texture profiles (fine grained soils that become increasingly coarser 
grained towards the bottom of the profile instead of the top). Another criticism 
made concerns the code used and its lack of information. The letters
used by Northcote mean something eg. Duplex red = Dr. However, the numbers 
have different meanings in each category that bears no relationship to the letters.
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Therefore, unless constantly working with the same soil type it is not possible to 
remember the key which has to be taken into the field (Hazelton, pers comm).
GREAT SOIL GROUPS IN ORDER OF DEGREE OF PROFILEDEVELOPMENT AND DEGREE OF LEACIIING
I. No Profile DilTcrcntiation I. Solonchaks-> Alim lal soils3. 1 athosols4. Calcareous sands5. Siliceous sands
(i Earthy sands
2 Minimal Profile Development - Grew brown and red calcareous soils
N Dcwri boonso Red and brown hardpan soilslo Gre^, brown and red clays
3. Dark Soils 1 1 . Black earths12. Rendzmas13. Chernozems14. Prairie soils
15. Wiesenboden
4. Mildly leached soils 16. Solonetz17. Solodized solonetz and solodic soils18. Soloths19. Solonizcd brown soils20. Red-brown earths21. Non-calcic brown soils
O T Chocolate soils23. Brown earths
5. Soils with predominantly sesquioxidic clay 24. Calcareous red earths
minerals 25. Red earths26. Yellow earths27. Terra rossa soils28. Euchrozems29. Xanthozems
30. Krasnozems
6. Mildly to strongly acid and highly 31. Grey-brown podzolic soilsdifferentiated. 32. Red podzolic soils33. Yellow podzolic soils — -34. Brown podzolic soils35. Lateritic podzolic soils36. Gleyed podzolic soils37. Podzols38. Humus podzols39. Peaty podzols
7. Dominated by organic matter 40. Alpine humus soils41. Humic gleys42. Neutral to alkaline peats43. Acid peats
FIGURE 2. Great Soil Groups (from Stace et al, 1968)
For example, a profile represented by Ucz33 could have a zolon or condon 
overlying a hudepon or husespuon as the Northcote classification does not 
differentiate between either of these horizons (Fitzpatrick, 1980). Despite these
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problems Fitzpatrick (1980) considers the Northcote key to be superior to the Soil 
Taxonomy. This superiority is based on the simplicity in the application of the 
Northcote system, not in the actual communicating of information between soil 
scientists.
The concept of the Great Soil Groups was expanded and developed from 
Prescott’s scheme and by the late 1960's the "A Handbook of Australian Soils" 
(Stace et al, 1968) was produced. This classification scheme defined 43 'groups' 
which were categorised in order of degree of profile development and degree of 
leaching (see Figure 2). This scheme is a hierarchal classification with many 
levels. It involves categories of class, order, suborder, great group and family 
(Stace et al, 1968); however, these categories have been rarely used except for 
the great groups. This is essentially due to the great soil groups using 
information that is visual thus easier to remember for soil surveys (Moore et al, 
1983) and has international relevance.
The Handbook of Australian Soils (Stace et al, 1968) like its predecessor 
(Stephens, 1962), is essentially a fuzzy classification which uses central 
concepts to describe the “groups” which are seldom mutually exclusive .
Currently, the Factual Key (Northcote, 1979) and the Handbook of Australian 
Soils (Stace et al, 1968) are the most commonly used systems for soil 
classification in Australia, but all State and territory land resource surveys are 
now using the new Australian Classification (Isbell, 1993). From a survey 
conducted by Isbell (1992) in the early 1980’s, it was discovered that 53% of 
workers used the “Factual Key” and the “Handbook” equally. However, this was 
because each classification system served a different function. The main pattern 
of use was the Factual Key (Northcote, 1979) was used to describe material 
under study and communication with other soil scientists, while the Handbook
(Stace et al, 1968) was used to communicate with non soil workers and give 
general descriptions (Isbell, 1992). These two schemes used together provide 
two systems that assist communication with a large number of people. Most soil 
workers see an advantage in having more than one classification scheme, but 
they are both considered inefficient and require updating. The main reasons 
were that the Handbook of Australian Soils (Stace et al, 1968) did not cover all of 
the known soils in Australia and its basic concepts were poorly defined. The lack 
of a key for the scheme makes the identification of new soil profiles relatively 
subjective and the lack of any national coordination has led to individual 
scientists independently modifying classes resulting in excessive heterogeneity 
(Moore et al, 1983). The Factual Key (Northcote, 1979) suffered from problems 
and inadequacies with the classifications made using the scheme due to the 
absence of laboratory data. The consequences are that unless there is a high 
level of covariance between classes, there may be variances in properties (other 
than morphological) that define class boundaries more appropriately (Moore et 
al, 1983). This is important as poor classifications lead to inaccurate results 
which, in turn, yield substandard information from which ‘informed’ decisions of 
some sort must be made. Both schemes had difficulty classifying disturbed soil 
because no provision was made for soils with disturbed (Ap) horizons (Moore et 
al, 1983).
1.6 Is there a need for a new soil classification scheme?
As early as 1981 there was a perceived need for, either a revision of the current 
classification systems or the introduction of a new one. Apart from the problems 
previously mentioned, this was due to the Handbook of Australian Soils (Stace et 
al, 1968) great soil group scheme being largely a revision of the previous 
Stephens system of 1953. Also, the Factual Key (Northcote, 1979) dates from 
1960 and was essentially based on 500 profiles, the majority from southern
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Australia. Since the 1960's large amounts of soil data have been gathered, in 
particular from the tropical areas of northern Australia (Isbell, 1993). This new 
information did not fit the current classification schemes adequately, and a new 
scheme would be required.
By 1985 a soil classification committee was formed and examined the options for 
a revised or new classification scheme. The options considered were:
(1) Revision of the Handbook of Australian Soils (Stace et al, 1968).
(2) Revision of the Factual Key (Northcote, 1979).
(3) Adoption of an overseas classification scheme for example, USDA Soil 
Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994).
(4) Adaptation of an overseas soil classification scheme.
(5) Development of a numerical classification.
While none of these options appeared to be viable the committee decided upon 
a number of guiding principles:
(1) The classification should be a general purpose scheme.
(2) The scheme should be based on Australian soil data and the selected 
attributes should be relevant to land use.
(3) The scheme should be based on defined diagnostic properties, horizons 
or materials with definitions compatible with the major international 
classification schemes.
(4) The entity to be classified is the soil profile, with no depth restrictions.
(5) Field morphological and laboratory data are to be used where 
appropriate.
(6) Classification to be made on what is actually there, rather than on what 
may have been present before disturbance by man. Surface horizons 
should not be defined in terms of an 'after mixing' criterion as in USDA 
Soil Taxonomy.
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(7) The scheme should be based on a multi-categorical arrangement with 
different levels of generalisation.
(8) The scheme should have flexibility to accommodate new information.
(9) The classification should emphasise stable attributes as differentiating 
criteria.
(10) The nomenclature must not be too complex and unambiguous.
The chosen classification was actually a mixture of the initial options and a 
preliminary version of a new classification appeared in March 1987. This initial 
scheme included using the Handbook of Australian Soils (Stace et al, 1968) and 
the Factual Key (Northcote, 1979) to define some new groups at various 
hierarchal levels. There was no use of numerical classification concepts in the 
“Classification System for Australian Soils (3rd Approximation)” (Isbell, 1993).
By 1989, a first approximation of the new “Classification System for Australian 
Soils” was distributed around Australia for testing. A third approximation has 
been developed which uses ideas from the USDA Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey 
Staff, 1994), the Factual Key (Northcote, 1979) and the South African 
Classification Scheme.
1.7 The Classification System for Australian Soils
This is a multi-class, hierarchical system, using diagnostic horizons or materials 
and their arrangement in vertical order as observed in a soil profile. Due to the 
problems of “genetically” derived categories becoming redundant after new 
information is discovered, the Classification System for Australian Soil only uses 
descriptions of what is physically present. There is no attempt made at stating 
the significance or relevance of soil properties as a differentiating characteristic 
as in most cases the inference is obvious eg, the use of strong texture contrast at
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high categorical level.
AI.L SOILS
Organic soil material
Negligible pedologica! organization
Weak pedological organization
Bs, Bh, or Bhs horizons
(.'lay > 35%, cracks, slickensides
.... |jp>
Prolonged seasonal saturation
________________few
Strong texture-contrast
t  t  t
Sodio B horizon pH > 5.5 in
B horizon
ORGANOSOLS
RUDOSOLS
TF.NOSOLS
rODOSOLS
VERTOSOLS
HYDROSOLS
pH < 5.5 in 
B horizon
SODOSOLS CIIROMOSOLS KUROSOLS
Lacking strong texture-contrast
Calcareous Structured, high Structured Massive Bthroughout iron B horizon B horizon horizon
Y t  t  t
CALCAROSOLS FERROSOLS DERMOSOLS KANDOSOLS
Man-made soils
 ̂r
OTHER SOI OS - Please refer any examples of these soils 
to the Author to allow revision of the present scheme.
►  an th ro po so ls
Figure 3. Summary of the orders from “Classification System for Australian Soils" (Isbell, 1993)
This classification system has five different levels of generalisation, organised in 
a similar way to the USDA Soil Taxonomy. This includes:
(1) Orders
The soil orders, fourteen in all (see Figure 3), which are differentiated by strong 
or weak textural contrasts, weak or negligible pedological organisation, 
prolonged seasonal saturation, presence of organic soil material, presence of 
illuvial accumulations of amorphous organic matter-aluminium-iron complexes in 
various combinations and the presence of shrink-swell properties.
(2) Suborders
Suborders are most appropriately differentiated by colour for seven of the orders. 
The remaining seven orders, have their suborders separated by different criteria 
that give a more effective subdivision. For example, the Hydrosols are 
differentiated by the nature and duration of wetness.
(3) Great groups
Great groups tend to be separated by chemical and/or predominantly, physical 
criteria that relate to their differentiating characteristics from the Order classes. 
For example, the great group classes in the Podosols are based on observable 
B2 horizon characteristics reflecting the dominance of organic or iron compounds 
and their distribution in the accumulation zone.
(4) Subgroups
Subgroups are differentiated by bleaching, mottling or sodic characteristics, and 
other diagnostic horizons, for example, melanic, reticulate, bauxitic, parapanic, 
humose, fragic, gypsic and ferric. These criteria are mostly used to describe the 
intergrade (transitional) soils that may have significant distinguishing 
characteristics (diagnostic horizons) that are not part of the initial differentiating
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criteria at the order level.
(5) Family
The family criteria give a general physical overview of the soil profile including; A 
horizon thickness, gravel content of surface soil, A1 horizon texture, surface soil 
texture, B horizon maximum texture and depth of solum.
The new Australian scheme (Isbell, 1993) uses a system to indicate the level of 
confidence in any particular classification that is made (see Appendix 5) as often 
there is a lack of laboratory data.
Confidence level: (1) All necessary analytical data are available;
(2) Analytical data are incomplete but are sufficient to classify 
the soil with reaonable confidence;
(3) No necessary analytical data are available but 
confidence is fair, based on knowledge of similar soils in 
similar environments; and
(4) No necessary analytical data are available and the 
classifier has little knowledge or experience with this kind 
of soil (Isbell, 1993).
One criticism of this new scheme is that apart from some family criteria, it lacks 
classes based on other physical and engineering type properties such data is 
unfortunately not widely available (Isbell, 1993).
1.8 Aims of this Study
The USDA Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) is an internationally 
accepted classification scheme that has been developed and revised over the
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last 40 years. The Classification System for Australian Soils (Third 
Approximation) (Isbell, 1993) is the most recent attempt at a general soil 
classification for Australian soils. The aims of this study are to classify 
representative soil profiles of each mapping unit from the Kiama 1:100 000 map 
sheet (Hazelton, 1992b) using USDA Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) 
and classification System for Australian Soils (Third Approximation) (Isbell, 
1993). From this exercise an assessment will be made of the ability of the two 
schemes to adequately classify the selected profiles, and problems encountered 
will be discussed.
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CHAPTER TWO. Methods
2.1.1 Description of Study Area
The Kiama 1:100000 soil sheet covers an area of approximately 2000 km2> lying 
between latitudes 34° 30’ South and 35° 00’ South and longitudes 150° 30’ East 
and 151° 00’ East. This region is situated on the New South Wales coast (see 
Figure 4), between Lake lllawarra in the north-east and Jervis Bay in the south­
east. The study area is bound by the Robertson Tableland in the north-west and 
Nowra aerodrome in the south-west.
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2.1.2 Climate
The climate within the area covered by the Kiama soil sheet varies from temperate 
conditions on the coast to cool temperate conditions up on the tablelands and 
plateau.
The temperature varies depending on the proximity to the coast with warm 
summers and mild winters on the coast and cold winters in the tablelands. On the 
coast at Shellharbour (12 km south of Wollongong) the mean daily maximum 
temperature for February (the warmest month) is 24.4° C. The mean daily 
minimum for July (the coldest month), is 9.8° C and the average daily temperature 
over the year is 17.5°C. At Moss Vale, west of the soil landscape map sheet, the 
mean daily maximum for February is 25° C, and the mean daily minimum for July 
is 1.5° C (Bowman, 1974).
The mean annual rainfall in the Kiama soil sheet area ranges from 1007 mm at 
Nowra on the coast to 1600 mm at Robertson in the tablelands to the west. The 
rainfall increases from the coast to the escarpment and then drops off again. This 
varying rainfall distribution is attributed to southerly winds and the escarpment. 
The barrier created by the escarpment increases the rainfall along this section of 
the landscape. The number of rain days varies from 31 days in summer 
(December to March), to 28 days in winter (July to September) on the Moss Vale 
tableland and to 37 days in summer to 27 days in winter on the coast. One third of 
the annual rainfall occurs during the months of January, February and March. 
The potential evaporation for the tablelands is approximately 1000 mm per 
annum (Burrough et al, 1977).
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2.1.3 Geology
The area within the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet has a widely varying geology with the 
Tertiary Robertson Basalt at the top of the stratigraphy and Permian 
Wandrawandian Siltstone at the bottom (Bowman, 1974). This mixed geology 
provides a variety of parent materials and soil types.
The Middle Triassic Wianamatta Group underlies the Robertson Basalts and 
overlies the Triassic Hawkesbury Sandstone. The Hawkesbury Sandstone 
outcrops in many places in the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet, Barren Grounds and 
Knights Hill being two examples.
Next are the Narrabeen Group and the lllawarra Coal Measures which consist of 
interbedded quartz lithic sandstone, mudstone, carbonaceous claystone and 
coals. This formation occurs throughout the escarpment (see Figure 5).
The Permian Shoalhaven Group follows including the Budgong Sandstone 
formation which outcrops in the Kangaroo and Jamberoo Valleys, Berry Siltstone 
and Nowra Sandstone formations which outcrop around Nowra to Kangaroo 
Valley, and the Wandrawandian Siltstone formation which outcrops at only 
several places along the coast.
There are also several latite flows that are interbedded with the Budgong 
Sandstone formation and outcrop along the coast at Kiama, in the Cambewarra 
Range, in Kangaroo Valley and on the lower slopes beside Macquarie Rivulet 
(Hazelton, 1992).
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2.1.4 Evolution of the Landscape on the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet
The history of the Kiama landscape can be traced back for many millions of years; 
however, for the relevance of soil formation, the last 30 million years is important. 
This time saw the end of a period of volcanic activity after the formation of the 
escarpment and the development of the different physiographic areas in the 
region.
The lllawarra escarpment dominates the landscape of the Kiama area and rises 
abruptly from the coastal plain to an elevation of 400 metres at Wollongong to 600 
metres behind the locale of Kiama. The uplifting of the escarpment has been 
linked to the opening of the Tasman Sea between 80 to 60 million years ago, 
where the massive forces involved could easily have elevated the eastern coast 
of N.S.W. There was continued volcanism after the formation of the escarpment 
which appeared to have dissipated by 30 million years ago. From dating basalts 
at sea level near Lake Conjola, it is reasonable to assume that the escarpment 
and coastal plain of the Kiama region has not changed significantly since then 
(Young, 1983). This period saw unprecedented erosion by streams, leading to a 
pattern of deposition and repeated erosion with the majority of this ancient 
sediment being washed out to sea. The oldest record of alluvial deposition in the 
lllawarra is 30 000 years old, exposed in the railway cutting near Kiama Downs 
some twenty metres above sea level. Normally, the closer to sea level, the 
younger the deposits become, which is due to their location on the floors of the 
valleys close to the modern streams. The floodplains adjacent to many of the 
contemporary streams in the region are quite young and only began to form a few 
hundred years ago (Young, 1983).
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2.1.5 G eographic and Soil Variations
It is the evolutional history that has shaped the lllawarra and influenced the 
geographical variability of the area within the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet. Five 
physiographic areas have been identified by Hazelton (1992) in the Kiama region 
(see Figure 6). These include, the Woronora Plateau, lllawarra Escarpment, 
Coastal Plain, Moss Vale Tableland and Kangaroo Valley.
The area within the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet is ideal to study different soil 
classification schemes because the mixed geology and geographical differences 
lead to the development of a variety of soil types.
■  Ph ysiographic R egions o f  the Kiama 1:100 000 Sheet.
Figure 6. Physiographic areas of the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet (from Hazelton, 1992)
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2.3 The Kiama Survey
The Kiama Soil Survey and accompanying map were produced to assist the 
planning authorities and the general public, by providing information about the 
soils in the Kiama region. The survey used for this project is the fourth of a series 
of soil landscape maps based on CMA 1:100000 topographic map series based 
on a "soil landscape" concept. This involves the integration of both soil and 
topographic parameters into one unit so that the relationships between 
topography and soil type can be considered and the limitations to urban and rural 
development assessed. The Kiama Soil Survey uses terminology following 
McDonald et al (19@o) and Morse et al (1982).
In this study the "Soil Landscapes of the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet" (Hazelton, 1992) 
is the principle tool used to interpret soil data cards. These record data collected 
by the Soil Conservation Service of NSW following the guidelines set out in the 
"Australian Soil and Land Survey Handbook" Gunn et al (1988) and McDonald et 
al (1990). Soil data cards were obtained for approximately 120 soil profiles taken 
throughout the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet area. From these 120 profiles only 
representatives for 23 of the 33 mapping units were found. These soil data cards 
(see Appendix 1) record a variety of soil properties and attributes; however, this 
information only includes the properties that can be assessed on site. Information 
regarding particle size analysis, dispersion (%), organic material (%), cation 
exchange capacity, base saturation, sodicity, salinity and exchangeable ions 
(phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium) was obtained from laboratory 
work, however, there was no specific reference site which typified all of the soil 
materials but each site was analysed.
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The Kiama 1:100000 Soil Sheet is organised into nine soil landscapes 
comprising of thirty-three different mapping units in total which represent the 
dominant soil types (see Appendix 2) which were grouped according to the 
appropriate geomorphic process.
In this study the Classification System for Australian Soils (Third Approximation) 
(Isbell, 1993) was used to classify a number of soil profiles from as many of the 
thirty-three mapping units that were represented from the data cards. The same 
method was repeated for the USDA Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994).
The results were then analysed for any unusual findings and an assessment was 
made of the suitability of the Soil Classification System for Australian Soils (Third 
Approximation) (Isbell, 1993) and Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) to 
appropriately classify soils in the Soil Landscapes of the Kiama 1:100 000 Sheet 
region.
CHAPTER THREE. Results and Discussion
3.1 Problems with Classifying Soils
Similar to other naturally occurring phenomena, soils are distributed over 
landscapes conforming to some basic laws commonly known as the principles of 
natural distribution. They include:
(1) The principle of graded likeness and infinite differences. This refers to 
the soil proflies despite owning similar properties which allow them to be 
grouped together, minute differences may be observed and are therefore not 
exactly alike.
(2) The principle of areal transition. This states that the change in the 
properties of natural phenomena from place to place is gradational, although the 
rate of change may vary. This would then suggest that any boundaries created in 
classification exercises are, for the most part, arbitrary.
(3) The principle of continuous alteration of forms with time. This implies 
that the function of soil formation in one particular area is a continuous process, 
always in a state of change. However, the rate of change may vary.
(4 ) The final principle is the development towards some sort of balance, 
equilibrium or steady state in a given environment. Despite continual changes 
taking place within the many elements that make up a natural body, periods of 
relative stability occur to produce a tendency towards a steady state condition
(Nikiforoff, 1942).
For a soil classification system to be able to group soil profiles in a reasonable 
system, the nature of the soil continuum must be understood, of which the above 
principles are an adequate guide.
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The most common problem with most classification schemes is the grouping of
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intergrade soils. Intergrade soils have more in common with their adjacent 
pedons than the central pedon. These soils are difficult to classify, as it becomes 
increasingly more subjective, the closer you are to a soil boundary, as to which 
soil category this particular soil entity will fit best.
Another problem is the use of genetic implications in a classification system. 
Although hard to avoid using at times, there are complications when new 
information makes the current assumptions inaccurate (Boul et al, 1973).
3.2 Problems and Limitations with the Soil Data
The data available for this project was collected and recorded by the Department 
of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) on soil data cards (see 
Appendix 1) covering a variety of chemical and physical properties. This data 
was used to produce a series of soil landscape maps that were not intended to 
be used to classify soils as such, thus it was frequently inadequate for the 
Classification System for Australian Soils (Third Approximation) (Isbell, 1993) 
and Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994).
The Classification System for Australian Soils (3rd Approximation) (Isbell, 1993) 
describes a clear or abrupt textural B horizon boundary as a the boundary 
between, normally the B2 horizon and the overlaying horizon which must be 
thicker than 3  cm and a clay increase giving a strong texture contrast:
“(a) if the clay content of the material above the clear, abrupt or sharp 
boundary is less than 2 0 %, (and/or has a field texture of sandy loam or less) then 
the clay content below must be at least twice as high. However, there must be a 
minimum of 2 0 % clay (and/or a minimum field texture of sandy clay loam) at the 
top of the B horizon.
(b) if the material above the transition has 2 0 % clay or more but less than
35% clay (and/or has a field texture of sandy clay loam or greater but less than 
light clay), then the material below must show an absolute increase of at least 
20% clay... Note that a clear or abrupt textural change is not allowed within the 
clay range.” (Isbell, 1993 p78). Problems were encountered when attempting to 
apply these criteria using the soil data cards.
The watertable entry on the soil data cards has four possible entries; none, 
seasonal, permanent and perched (see Appendix 1). Soil Taxonomy (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1994) requires a record of the aquic conditions of the soil to days 
per year to determine the moisture regime. The soil data card recorded no 
indication of how many days the soil profile is under aquic conditions (which is 
impossible in normal survey conditions). This soil property is only observed at 
one point in time, therefore, local knowledge of the area is important in the 
determination of the aquic conditions in a soil profile. If this information is 
unavailable the classification of soils, especially at the suborder level in Soil 
Taxonomy will be difficult because of the common use of this criterion at the great 
group level.
The Classification System for Australian Soils (Isbell, 1993) frequently makes 
use of “trophic levels” (eutrophic, mesotrophic and dystrophic) to classify soils at 
the great group level (Chromosols, Deromosols, Kurosols and Kandosols) and at 
the subgroup level (Sodosols and Hydrosols). The soil data cards did not 
provide this information as it is attained from laboratory results. Some results are 
given in the Soil Landscapes of the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet (Hazelton, 1992) 
which includes limited base saturation data, only for each mapping unit. The 
base saturation is the percentage of cation exchange capacity which is saturated 
with potassium, calcium, magnesium and sodium ions and provides one 
indication of soil fertility (Cumming and Elliot, 1991). Baize (1988) suggests that 
“trophic levels” cannot be equated with base saturation because a soil’s trophic
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level is dependent on other factors including clay content, structure, aeration, pH, 
nitrogen and phosphrous concentrations. The lack of appropriate data has led to 
estimations of trophic levels being made from the sum of bases and field texture 
data.
Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) uses base saturation in the 
determination of certain epipedons. Mollic epipedons have have a base 
saturation greater than 50% (by the NH4OAC method) and Umbric epipedons 
have less than 50% base saturation. This determination is hampered by the data 
in Hazelton (1992) which records base saturation as V.Low (0-20%), Low (20­
40%), Mod.(40-60%), High (60-80%) and V.High (>80%). If a profile records a 
base saturation of Mod (40-60%), an estimation from the acidity and other factors 
was made to determine whether the base saturation was greater or less than 
50% and therefore a Mollic or Umbric epipedon.
The record of pans on the soil data sheets only uses the descriptions; 
continuous, discontinuous, convoluted, weakly or strongly cemented (see 
Appendix 1). This becomes problematic when there is no added information 
regarding the width, colour, organic content, depth or general development of the 
pan which is important for the determination of placic horizons (Soil Survey Staff, 
1994). However, placic horizons are usually limited to the cold wet environment 
of Tasmania (Isbell, pers comm).
A magnesic class is included in the Classification System for Australian Soils 
(Third Approximation) which has “an exchangeable Ca/Mg ratio of less than 0.1 
in the major part of the B2 horizon” (Isbell, 1993). This criteria is used at the great 
group level in the Chromosol, Dermosol, Ferrosol, Kandosol and Kurosol orders 
and, at the subgroup level in the Hydrosol and Sodosol orders. However, there 
is no data concerning the amounts of exchangeable magnesium thus effectively
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eliminating the accurate assessment of the “magnesic” class in the classification.
The Soil Taxonomy scheme uses the term “weatherable minerals” to define 
materials which are unstable in a humid climate compared to other minerals, for 
example silt or sand sized minerals (0 . 0 2  to 0 . 2  mm in diameter); feldspars, 
ferromagnesium minerals, zeolites and other smaller 2 :1  lattice clays (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1994, p23). These weatherable minerals are used in the definitions 
of oxic and placic horizons; due to the absence of any measured mineralogical 
information, this required an estimation to be made from the parent material in 
order to complete the classification.
The same problem was experienced with the use of the n value in the Soil 
Taxonomy scheme. The n value is an expression that characterises the relation 
between the percentage of water in a soil and its percentages of inorganic clay 
and humus. It is also used to predict what degree of subsidence would occur 
after drainage and livestock grazing for particular soils (Soil Survey Staff, 1994).
3.2 Problems with the Classification System for Australian Soils
There were limits to the testing of the Classification System for Australian Soils 
due to the absence of arid or tropical soil types and deep peaty organic/humous 
soils in the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet.
The Ferrosol order covers soils with B horizons that have a structure more 
developed than weak, do not have a clear or abrupt textural B horizon and have 
B horizons that in the major part are high in free iron oxide (greater than 5% 
using the citrate-dithionite extract method) (Isbell, 1993). These soils are 
previously known as Kraznozems and Euchrozems (Stace et al, 1968) and are 
formed on either basic or ultrabasic igneous rocks, their metamorphic
equivalents or alluvium derived from igneous parent material (Isbell, 1993). This 
does not necessarily mean Kraznozems will always form on basic parent 
materials. Soil profiles that have been defined as Kraznozems in the Handbook 
of Australian Soils (Stace et al, 1968) are likely to be Ferrosols, however, these 
were subsequently classified at a confidence level of 2 (analylitical data 
incomplete but sufficient to classify the soil with a reasonable degree of 
confidence) (Isbell, 1993). However, Ferrosols and Dermosols in the key to 
orders both have “B2 horizons with structure more than developed than weak...” 
(Isbell, 1993 p14). They only differ with the Ferrosols defined as having greater 
than 5% free iron oxide (see Appendix 4). Without free iron oxide data some 
Dermosols may be wrongly classified as Ferrosols because they were derived 
from basic parent material but had less than 5% free iron oxide. The use of the 
free iron oxide measurement to define the Ferrosol order (see Appendix 4) may 
lead to other problems.
In the soil medium, iron is relatively mobile and the Ferrosols and Oxisols could 
attribute much of their iron content to precipitation of iron as crystalline and 
amorphous compounds downslope (Birkeland, 1974) (see Figure 7). Due to the 
igneous parent material of Ferrosols, the abundance of mobile free iron oxide 
would allow soils downslope, that may not necessarily be Ferrosol, to be 
classified as a Ferrosol despite the genesis of either pedon being different. This 
would lead to soil profiles which are not of igneous parent material being 
inaccurately classified as Ferrosols.
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Figure 7. Downslope mobilisation of iron (from Birkeland, 1974)
A solution to this problem could entail the use of another differentiating criterion 
that is unique to Ferrosols and is not mobilised or transferred to another location 
or the use of several criteria which must be satisfied, similar to the Oxic horizon 
definition in USDA Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994, p1 1 ). However, with 
few exceptions, free iron oxide contents of more than 5% free Iron (Fe) have only 
be found in soils derived from basalt or other basic or ultrabasic rocks or 
alluvium. This also includes areas with highly leached basaltic soils and rainfall 
up to 4000 mm (Isbell, pers comm).
The coastal plain of the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet has an extensive area which is 
potenially acid suphate soils. This problem occurs as a result of artificial 
drainage which allows air into the soil and oxidation of sulphides (FeS2 ) occurs, 
leading to severe acidity. The presence of jarosite mottles is an indication of 
sulphuric materials (Fanning and Fanning, 1989). The majority of the coastal 
plain was classified as sulphuric, redoxic, Hydrosols. However, where artificial 
drainage had been carried out, and not made aware to the field observer, these 
soils could then be classified in the Kurosolic great group of the Hydrosols. 
Extreme low pH in soils results in essential plant nuitrients, phosphorus and 
molybdenum being made unavailable, calcium and magnesium being leached 
below the rooting zone, and toxic elements (aluminium and manganese) being 
released, impeding plant growth at high concentrations. There is also the 
potential for structural degradation from accelerated dissolution of clay minerals 
at low pH (Evans, 1991)
The definition of the Kandosol order requires “...well-developed B2 Horizons in 
which the major part is massive or has only a weak grade of structure.” (Isbell, 
1993) (see Appendix 4). Isbell has noted that there may be some difficulty in 
deciding whether the development of the B horizon is strong enough to fit the 
Kandosol definition, or as only weak, and more appropriately classed as a
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Tenosol. To avoid similar soil profiles being classified into different orders by the 
choice of different soil workers, the use of a strict definition of the term “strucuture” 
and its variances (weak, strong or less than weak) could be devised (similar to 
the way criteria are quantitatively defined in Soil Taxonomy). While the 
construction of such a definition itself may cause more debate about what is 
“structure”, the final result will be a classification with less ambiguity.
3.3 Problems with USDA Soil Taxonomy
Despite the broad acceptance of USDA Soil Taxonomy, it has received 
significant criticism. The system has great precision due to most of the criteria 
used being quantitative and it is usually easy to classify soil units without 
ambiguous results, if the quantitative facts are readily available. An example of 
this is the use of climate related factors such as soil moisture status to 
differentiate sub-orders. This particular factor requires the knowledge of exactly 
how many days of which the soil is dry (when the water content is below wilting 
point), and whether the days are consecutive or not (Duchaufour, 1982). 
Included in this differentiation is the season and soil temperature and these 
conditions must occur six years out of every ten. This data is difficult to obtain 
because it is labour intensive and often extrapolated from a few weather stations 
in the region. Since these “uncertain” climatic factors are used to distinguish 
between classes at suborder level (which are high up in the hierarchy), problems 
are inevitable.
A second criticism is the use of diagnostic horizons. These are very useful in 
classifications and form part of the Classification System for Australian Soils. 
However, the developmental processes and environmental conditions under 
which the soil was formed are not always taken into account. For example, 
certain horizons are classified so that calcareous mulls (Rendolls), which formed 
from highly calcareous material such as chalk, and Albolls, which originate from
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flat, forested sites with fluctuating ground water are both classed as Mollic 
horizons (Fitzpatrick, 1980). The use of only one diagnostic horizon 
independently from all the other horizons to classify the soil profile may lead to 
soils being grouped together which have no genetic similarity (Duchaufour, 
1982). However, there are many soils that have in common only the presence of 
a Mollic horizon which was regarded by USDA to indicate a particular set of 
environmental conditions that contributed to the formation of these soils (Isbell, 
pers comm). All classification systems should use all the horizons as they all 
reflect the development of the profile, however, in practice creating a scheme 
such as this is difficult.
It was often difficult to determine whether there was an argillic or kandic horizon 
present because of the lack of data regarding total clay or the fine clay to total 
clay ratio (Soil Survey Staff, 1994). The evidence of clay illuviation is best 
represented by clay skins and plugs such as cutans, which can be destroyed by 
soil mixing due to repeated wetting and drying. Therefore, the absence of clay 
skins does not conclusively prove that clay illuviation did not occur (Dregne, 
1976). The wetting and drying of seasonal water tables and the high salinity on 
the coastal plain may have led to areas that have had clay illuviaition to go 
undetected.
The aquandic, andic and vitrandic classes at the subgroup level of the Inceptisol, 
Entisol and Mollisol orders were ignored due to no information about the fine
earth fraction, bulk density or percentage of aluminium plus 1 /2  iron (extracted by
\
ammonium oxalate) (Soil Survey Staff, 1994). Due to these subgroups normally 
being associated with young volcanic ash material it is highly unlikely that these 
soil types would be found in the Kiama region (Isbell, pers comm).
3.4 Results from the Soil Profiles
There are nine soil landscapes described in the Soil Landscapes of the Kiama 
1:100000 Sheet (see Appendix 2 ). From the Kiama map sheet only 3 3  different 
mapping units were covered in the120 soil data cards. The results are shown in 
Table 1. This table displays a comparison of the soil classifications from both the 
new Australian scheme (Isbell, 1993) and Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 
1994) at the Order level.
It is interesting to note that the Inceptisol soils cover a wide selection of the orders 
(Hydrosol, Ferrosol, Kurosol and Dermosol) under the Classification System for 
Australian Soils (Isbell, 1993). This extensive use of the Inceptisol order reflects 
the lack of relevant data that may have led to a different order being chosen to 
classify the soil profile.
The format used for the Classification System for Australian Soils (Isbell, 1993) is 
recorded as follows:
Classification Aust. Soils - Subgroup, Great Group, Suborder, Order; Family.
The family level is used to give a general physical description of the soil profile 
which uses a set format (see Appendix 3).
Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) result has been recorded as the 
subgroup-, great group and- then-» - feeord--of- the family differentiae ■ is ■ provided-. 
The numbers in brackets preceding each mapping unit refers to the original soil 
data sheets used in each classification.
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Table 1. Comparison of Soil Orders for each Map Ding Unit
Mapping Unit Australian Classification USDA Soil Taxonomy
Barren Grounds Hydrosol Inceptisol
Jamberoo Ferrosol Inceptisol
Robertson Ferrosol Oxisol
lllawarra Escarpment Hydrosol Inseptisol
Albion Park Dermosol Inceptisol
Cambewarra Dermosol Inceptisol
Coolongatta Kurosol Inceptisol
Kiama Kandosol Mollisol
Pulpit Rock Kurosol Inceptisol
Shellharbour Dermosol Mollisol
Wildes Meadow Hydrosol Inceptisol
Ellerslie Kandosol Mollisol
Shoalhaven Hydrosol Inceptisol
Barrengarry Kurosol Inceptisol
Greenwell Point Dermosol Inceptisol
Nowra Hydrosol Inceptisol
Wattamolla Road Tenosol Entisol
Wollonqonq Rudosol Entisol
Seven Mile Rudosol Entisol
Fairy Meadow Hydrosol Inceptisol
Killalea Hydrosol Inceptisol/Mollisol
Maddens Plains Kurosol Inceptisol
Warragamba Rudosol Entisol
3.4.1 Residual Landscapes
(5) Barren Grounds
Classification Aust. Soils - humose, sodosolic, oxyaquic, Hydrosol; medium, 
gravelly, clay loamy, sandy, moderate.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Epiaquept; sandy, mixed, thermic.
This profile could possibly contain a histic epipedon; however, it could not be 
determined from the available data if the Ap horizon had 8  percent or more 
percent organic carbon content (by weight) (Soil Survey Staff, 1994, p4). The 
information in Soil Landscapes of Kiama (Hazelton, 1992) gives the epipedon as 
very high in organic material which is listed as greater than 4% (weight). It was 
impossible to determine the organic carbon content accurately and this led to 
rejection of the histic epipedon.
(50) Jamberoo
Classification Aust. Soil - haplic, mesotrophic, red, Ferrosol; thick, non-gravelly, 
loamy, clay-loamy, very deep.
This profile was classified as a Kraznozem (Stace et al ,1968) and as Gn4.1.1 
(Northcote, 1979) by Hazelton which indicates that this soil has many properties 
of a Ferrosol, i.e., it was formed on igneous parent material, red in colour and has 
a B2 horizon with a structure that is more developed than weak. Again due to the 
absence of data concerning free iron oxides this profile was classified as a 
Ferrosol (confidence level 2).
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Soil Taxonomy - Typic Dystrochrept; loamy, mixed, thermic.
Similar to other Kraznozems, this profile has a horizon that could be oxic as it fits 
all the characteristics except the “less than 1 0  percent weatherable materials in 
the 50 to 200 micron fraction” (Soil Survey Staff, 1994, p1 1 ) could not be 
determined. This soil profile was then considered to have a cambic instead of an 
oxic subsurface horizon and was classified as an Inceptisol. The data was 
inadequate to determine if there was an agrillic horizon making any possible 
classification as an Ultisol (the dominant soil type in Jamberoo area) difficult 
(Morrison, pers comm).
(81) Robertson
Classification Aust. Soils - haplic, mesotrophic, red, Ferrosol; thin, non-gravelly, 
loamy, clayey, very deep.
Due to the lack of data regarding free iron oxide, this profile was classified as a 
Ferrosol (confidence level 2). The profile could be dystrophic or mesotrophic as 
it a low base status (20-40%).
A dystrophic environment is taken to be very low base status (0-20%).
Soil Taxonomy - Humic Rhodic Hapludox; clayey, mixed, thermic.
This profile is a Kraznozem (red) formed on alkaline olivine basalts under the 
Great Soil Group scheme (Stace et al. 1968). There was a lack of data to 
determine the presence of an oxic subhorizon with any confidence. The 
information regarding weatherable materials was unavailable. The CEC 
requirement for oxic horizons is measured in cmol(+) per kg clay, however, the 
data was unavailable. All four other characteristics were met, i.e., thickness >30 
cm, particle size finer than sandy loam, rock structure in less than 5% of its 
volume, and a diffuse upper particle size boundary
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This profile would normally be classified as an Inceptisol, but the profile is too 
deep (>3metres), structure more developed than weak and has a dark red colour, 
not the characteristics often seen in poorly developed Inceptisol soils.
3.4.2 Colluvial Lanscapes
(61) lllawarra Escarpment
Classification Aust. Soils - mesotrophic, orthic, oxyaquic, Hydrosol; medium, 
slightly gravelly, loamy, clay loamy, deep.
The profile had iron concretions, but due to inadequate data the presence of a 
ferric horizon could not be determined.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Endoaquepts; loamy, mixed, thermic.
3.4.3 Erosional Landscapes 
(138) Albion Park
Classification Aust. Soils - sodic, eutrophic, brown, Dermosol; medium, non­
gravelly, silty, clayey, shallow.
Dermosols are clayey soils with a strong blocky structure and no clear or abrupt 
textural changes between horizons and tend to have B2 horizons with structure 
more developed than weak (see Appendix 4).
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Halumbrepts; silty, mixed, thermic.
This profile was within an urban environment and may have been altered .
We now see a soil, classified as an Entisol along with the sand dune Entisols,
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primarily on the lack of depth and change in the profile despite the moderate 
pedality (5-10 mm) indicating some pedological processes have occurred.
(17) Cambewarra
Classification Aust. Soils - acidic, mesotrophic, red, Dermosol; thick, slightly 
gravelly, silty, silty, very deep.
Soil Taxonomy - Umbric Dystrochrept; silty, mixed, thermic.
This soil profile could be an Ultisol but there was insufficient data to determine 
the presence of a kandic or agrillic horizon.
(1) Coolongatta
Classification Aust. Soil - vertic, mesotrophic, red, Kurosol; medium, non-gravelly, 
clay-loamy, clayey, moderate.
The Kurosol order describes soils with a clear or abrupt textural B horizon which 
is strongly acid (pH 1 :5 H2 0  < 5.5) which are commonly known as podzolic soils 
and soloths (Isbell, 1993). The subsoil has vertic and has only weak pedality 
indicating that the cracking can be attributed to the shrink-swell potential of the 
soil. However, there is an absence of cracks to the soil surface of the A horizon, 
and there is no plough layer to obscure the cracks. Although, the surrounding 
area is improved pasture and may have been subject to compaction from 
clearing the general area, decreasing the occurance of cracking. There is not 
enough evidence of this disturbance therefore the soil was placed in the vertic 
suborder in Kurosols and not the Vertisol order.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Dystrochrept; clayey, mixed, thermic.
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This soil profile could be an Ultisol but there was insufficient data to determine 
the presence of a kandic or agrillic horizon.
(117) Kiama
Classification Aust. Soils - humose, mesotrophic, brown, Kandosol; thick, slightly 
gravelly, clay loamy, clayey, moderate.
The A horizon was dark and deep enough (40 cm) to be considered an 
organosol, but the data was insufficient to determine if the organic materials were 
the required 12% or greater. This soil has a weak grade of structure and a well- 
developed B2 horizon with no abrupt textural horizon change.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Hapludoll; fine loamy, mixed, thermic.
This profile was classifed as a Mollisol as it has a mollic epipedon and a base 
saturation greater than 50% for the whole depth of the recorded profile (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1994, p43). The definition does require the base saturation to 
extend to at least 180 cm or to a lithic contact. This particular profile has been 
recorded to 60 cm and no lithic contact has been described, and there is no 
indication to suggest that the base saturation will fall below 50% further down the 
profile (Hazelton, 1992) and thus remaining a Mollisol.
(87) Pulpit Rock
Classification Aust. Soils - reticulate, mesotrophic, brown, Kurosol; thick, 
moderately gravelly, silty, clayey, deep.
There is a yellow mottled layer in this profile (100 - 140 cm deep) with pH 3.5, 
possibly from the oxidation of sulphidic material.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Dystrochrept; clayey, mixed, thermic.
This soil profile could be an Ultisol but there was insufficient data to determine 
the presence of a kandic or agrillic horizon. Strong acidity (less than pH 5.0) 
indicates low base saturation (Morrison pers comm, 1994); however, the base 
saturation was reported to be greater than 60% and 40% in both B horizons, 
while the acidity was pH 4.5 to 3.5 respectively, verifying that there is some 
inconsistency in the data.
(55) Shellharbour
Classification Aust. Soils - melanic, eutrophic, brown, Dermosol; medium, non­
gravelly, clay loamy, clayey, deep.
The base saturation was recorded as being greater than 80% which has been 
estimated as fitting the definition of eutrophic base status (sum of exchangeable 
basic cations greater than 15(cmol) kg- 1 clay). Field observations indicated fine- 
basic igneous parent material, not sandstone as described in Soil Landscapes of 
the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet (Hazelton, 1992). The field observation was selected 
as the information to use in the classification.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Argriudolls; loamy clay, mixed, thermic.
The definiton of a Paleudoll (great group level) requires evidence of redox 
concentrations (mottle colours). As this was not recorded on the soil data card It 
was not possible to determine whether the profile fitted the Paleudoll definition, 
thus the Argriudoll great group was used instead.
In the northern hemisphere the Mollisols are dark coloured, base rich soils, which 
occur at high latitudes or intertropical areas lying between Aridosols and Alfisols.
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Udolls are free draining soils situated in the humid continental climates of the 
mid-latitudes (Fitzpatrick, 1980). Alfisols tend to form a belt between the Mollisols 
of the grassland areas and the Inceptisols of the cool humid areas where they 
occur on late Pleistocene surfaces.
This particular soil profile may have been classified as an Alfisol if the epipedon 
did not fit the Mollic definition.
(115) Wildes Meadow
Classification of Aust. Soil - sodic, dermosolic, oxyaquic, Hydrosol; thick, non­
gravelly, silty, clayey, deep.
The Wildes Meadow area is non-saline (0 - 2  dS/m) throughout the profile with a 
slightly sodic A horizon and sodic B 2 horizon (6-14 me% ESP) (Hazelton, 1992). 
However, from field observations (on the soil data cards) there was evidence of 
salting, which presumably indicates higher salinity and sodicity levels than what 
is stated in Soil Landscapes of the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet (Hazelton, 1992). 
This profile also has moderate to strong pedal structure and a “hardsetting” 
surface rather than “fluffy”, indicating that the “evidence of salting” may not be 
because of actual salt levels as the soil structure is usually destroyed. 
(Fitzpatrick, 1980). Due to no data on the water table salinity being available, the 
oxyaquic suborder definition was selected.
At the subgroup level the humose subgroup was rejected despite the profile 
having greater than 4% organic material. Due to the high clay content of the A 
horizon the percentage of organic material required to fit the “humose” definition 
is increased (see Figure. 8 )
However, the data in “Soil Landscapes of the Kiama 1:100000 Sheet” (Hazelton, 
1992) only acknowledges amounts of organic material 4% or greater, thus
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making an accurate estimation of the organic material impossible.
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Soil Taxonomy - Aerie Endoaquept; clayey, mixed, thermic.
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3.4.4 F luvial Landscapes
(143) Ellerslie
Classification Aust. Soils - humose-mottled, eutrophic, brown, Kandosol; thick, 
non-gravelly, loamy, clay loamy, very deep.
Soil taxonomy - Typic Hapludoll; coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic.
There was insufficient data to accurately determine whether the profile was a 
Fluventic Hapludoll which needs data regarding slope. Due to the lack of this 
particular datum, a Typic Hapludoll was used at the subgroup level.
Despite the A horizon being hardsetting (which would make this horizon ochric 
rather than mollic), the strong pediality will prevent the soil from becoming 
massive when dry.
(121) Shoalhaven (182 Km2)
Classification Aust. soils - mottled, extratidal, Hydrosol; medium, non-gravelly, 
clay loamy, silty, deep.
There was limited information concerning the presence or absence of tidal 
inundation. The choice of the extratidal suborder was made from local 
observations that fit the definition “tidal inundation is infrequent, freshwater 
inundation is seasonally common” (isbell, 1993) thus the classification was made 
at confidence level 4. No data for sulphuric materials, was available, however, 
despite the very strong acidity the colour of the mottles did not fit the definition 
and the ‘mottled’ definition was chosen in preference to the ‘sulphuric’ definition. 
There is no subgroup level for the extratidal suborder.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Endoaquepts; fine-loamy, mixed, thermic.
From field observations (aquic conditions within 50cm of the soil surface) the soil 
profile should be an Aquept but there was not enough information to confirm this 
determination. The choice of a Haloaquept great group was rejected despite 
indications from field descriptions of high levels of salinity (saltwater swamp
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complex) but unconfirmed by laboratory data leading to the choice of the 
Endoaquept great group. There was no laboratory data regarding the presence 
of a sulphuric horizon and the low acidity (pH 4.5) and the yellow mottles were 
not enough to indicate the presence of sulphidic materials. Therefore a Typic 
Endoaquept was chosen by ‘default’.
3.4.5 Depositional Landscapes
(41) Barrengarry
Classification Aust. Soils - mottled, mesotrophic, red, Kurosol; thick, non-gravelly, 
loamy, clayey, very deep.
The choice of a mesotrophic great group was due to the profile being neither 
petroferric, magnesic or natric. The base status was estimated from the base 
saturation data available to fall in the mesotrophic definition.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Dystrochrepts; loamy, mixed, thermic.
This soil profile could be an Ultisol rather than an Inceptisol but there was 
insufficient data to determine the presence of a kandic or agrillic horizon. The 
subgroup was then determined to be a Typic Dystrochrept as the most 
appropriate classification. All the other subgroups involved aquandic (aquic 
conditions and redox depletions), andic (presence of allophane, imogolite, 
ferrihydrate or aluminium-humus), vitrandic (has volcanic glass). It was 
reasonable to classify this profile as a Typic Dystrochrept without the 
measurements of bulk density, fine earth fraction analysis and colour 
mesurements (from crushed and smoothed samples), as the soil lacked any 
differentiating criteria concerning other subgroups.
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The mottles in the lower B horizon (80-160 cm) indicate that some redox activity 
has occurred and are associated with the wetting and drying of the soil. The 
profile was not under aquic conditons at the time of study, however, the presence 
of mottles is an indication that some saturation of the soil has occurred at some 
time. Whether this wetness fits the definition of aquic conditions is not known due 
to the absence of any long term water table information. If the soil was found to 
have aquic conditions (continuous or periodic saturation by water) for some time 
in most years (Soil Survey S ta ff, 1994) it would be classified as an aquept, not 
an ochrept as it was subsequently classified.
(52) Greenwell Point (gp)
Classification Aust. Soils - melanic, mesotrophic, red, Dermosol; thick, slightly 
gravelly, silty, silty, moderate.
Soil Taxonomy - Dystric Eutroquepts; silty, mixed, thermic.
The lack of appropriate data made it difficult to determine whether this profile had 
"free carbonates throughout any horizon within 1 0 0  cm of the mineral soil 
surface” (Soil Survey Staff, 1994). The soil pH was 8  which indicates possible 
presence of carbonate. This led to the profile being classified as a Dystric 
Eutrochrept.
(83) Nowra
Classification Aust. Soil - sodic, mottled, extratidal, Hydrosol; medium, very 
gravelly, sandy, loamy, deep.
This profile has a perched water-table one metre below the soil surface.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Epiaquept; loamy, thermic, mixed.
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(14) Wattamolla Road
Classification Aust. Soil - humose, lithic, leptic, Tenosol; medium, very gravelly, 
loamy, loamy, shallow.
Soil Taxonomy - Lithic Udorthents; coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic.
It is difficult to be certain that the profile has “absence of rock structure in, in one 
half or more of its volume” (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) as it has 50-90% amount of 
stones (visual estimation). Therefore, it was determined not to have a cambic 
horizon, which then led the soil profile to be defined as an Entisol.
This profile fitted all the characteristics for a Fluventic suborder, however, there is 
no information about the slope (measured as a percentage) of the area. It is 
known from the soil data cards that the profile is situated on an upper slope 
which indicates that the slope may be steep but the precise information about the 
slope is unavailable.
3.4.6 Marine Landscapes
(72) Wollongong
Classification Aust. Soil - no subgroups proposed to date, calcareous, orthic, 
Rudosol; non-gravelly, sandy, deep.
There was no record of gypsum, mottling, shell fragments or aeolian cross 
bedding. This lack of data led to the “orthic” class being used to describe the 
suborder.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Udipsamment; sandy, mixed, thermic.
The high pH (pH 8.5) could be an indication of a calcareous environment derived 
from the weathering of marine shells, however, this profile is situated on a 
foredune which is recorded as siliceous, not calcareous sands (Hazelton, 1992). 
However, it does not require a large amount of calcium carbonate (CaC0 3 ) to 
bring the pH up to 8.5 (Morrison, pers comm), thus the soil was classified as a 
calcareous suborder with a confidence level of 3.
3.4.7 Estuarine Landscapes
(24) Seven Mile
Classification Aust. Soil - no subgroups are yet proposed, acidic, othic, Rudosol; 
non-gravelly, sandy, moderate.
The “shelly” subgroup definition requires the profile to be calcareous and 
consisting of unconsolidated sand-sized shell fragments (Isbell, 1993). There 
was no data confirming the presence or absence of shells or a pedogenic 
carbonate, thus the shelly subgroup was rejected in favour of the “orthic” 
subgroup (confidence level 3) despite the soil profile being situated on the 
foredune where the sand is likely to be of marine origin and contain sand sized 
shell fragments.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Udipsamment; coarse-sandy, mixed, thermic.
3.4.8 Swamp Landscapes 
(z) Fairy Meadow
Classification of Aust. Soil - eutrophic, chromosolic, oxyaquic, Hydrosol; medium, 
gravelly, loamy, clay loamy, deep.
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The eutrophic (high base status) subgroup was chosen over the mesotrophic 
(moderate base status) subgroup due to the base saturation being recorded as 
Very high (>80%) throughout the profile.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Endoaquept; coarse-loamy, mixed, thermic.
(103) Killalea
Classification Aust. Soils - humose, haplic, oxyaquic, Hydrosol; thick, non­
gravelly, loamy, clayey, deep.
Despite the very dark colour (value and chroma <3) the parent material is 
alluvium, not peat, therefore not an Organosol. Also, with no evidence for tidal 
inundation or mottles lead to Oxyaquic; however, the profile is moderate - high 
salinity. This creates a problem in that the profile does not fit any of the suborders 
with any certainty. The extratidal suborder was chosen as no other criteria 
described the profile accurately. Haplic chosen as no other great groups fit.
Soil Taxonomy - Cumulic, Hapludoll; clayey, mixed, thermic.
The epipedon displays the attributes of a Mollic horizon; however, the Mollic 
epipedon must have a base saturation that is 50 % or more (by the NH4OAC 
method). This soil profile has base saturation greater than 50% but is extremely 
acidic (pH 4.5); however, extreme acidity is usually associated with a low base 
saturation (Morrison pers comm, 1994). This indicates that the is some 
inconsistent data.
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3.4.9 Associated landscapes
(114) Maddens Plains (34.5 Km2)
Classification Aust. Soils - humose, natric, grey, Kurosol; medium, non-gravelly, 
peaty, clay loamy, moderate.
Soil Taxonomy - Umbric Dystrochrepts; loamy, mixed, thermic.
This soil profile could be an Ultisol but there was insufficient data to determine 
the presence of a kandic or agrillic horizon.
(16) Warragamba
Classification Aust. Soil - no subgroups have been proposed to date, lithic, leptic, 
Rudosol; moderately gravelly, silty, moderate.
Soil Taxonomy - Typic Udorthents; fine-silty,thermic, mixed.
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CHAPTER FOUR. Conclusions 
4.1 USDA Soil Taxonomy
Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) is an exclusive hierarchal classification 
scheme that has six categories and 11 classes in the highest category. This 
scheme uses diagnostic horizons, physical and chemical data, and temperature 
and moisture regimes. There is an emphasis on pedogenesis that has survived 
from previous schemes influenced by Marbut.
The application of Soil Taxonomy to Australian soils will always be challenged 
because of the inherent differences between Australian and American soils. The 
age of the Australian landscape is significantly older than the North American 
which brings into question the use of the moisture and temperate regimes from 
the Soil Taxonomy scheme. The present moisture and temperature regimes are 
likely to be significantly different to the actual moisture and temperature at the 
time of primary development of the soil profile.
The Soil Taxonomy scheme classified over half of the profiles as Inceptisols 
which can be attributed to two factors;
Firstly, the Inceptisol order by definition covers a wide range of soil profiles (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1994), and, secondly, the relevant data was often unavailable or 
inadequate. For example, the identification of argillic or kandic horizons was 
difficult without detailed information of the clay percentages. The presence of 
cutans was used as an indicator of clay movement (horizon) and only two profiles 
had definite evidence of these. This meant that any profiles that may have had 
clay movement (but could not be determined from the available data) were 
classified as Inceptisols. There was also a lack of data to determine the 
presence of an oxic subhorizon with any confidence. The information regarding
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weatherable materials was unavailable. The CEC requirement for oxic horizons 
is measured in cmol(+) per kg clay, however, the data was unavailable. The 
main problem when applying the Soil Taxonomy scheme was the identification of 
horizons using the information from the soil data cards, Kiama Map Sheet and 
Handbook (Hazelton, 1992a).
The presence of a histic epipedon (Ap horizon has 8 percent or more percent 
organic carbon content by weight) (Soil Survey Staff, 1994, p4) could not be 
determined from the available data. The information in the soil data cards had no 
organic content data and the Soil Landscapes of Kiama uses categories. The 
highest category including carbon content greater than 4% (weight) (Hazelton, 
1992a). It was impossible to determine if the organic carbon content from the 
highest category in Soil Landscapes of Kiama (>4%) (Hazelton, 1992a) were 
>8% to satisfy the Soil Taxonomy histic epipedon definition.
Often the determination if a particular profile has a mollic or melanic epipedon 
was hampered by the base saturation data being listed as low (20-40%), medium 
(40-60%) and High (60-80%). This made it difficult to determine if a profile had a 
base saturation greater than 50% (mollic) or less than 50% (melanic).
This lack of essential information and experience with the local soils made the 
application of the Soil Taxonomy scheme difficult and the majority of soils 
became categorised as Inceptisols by default rather than by proper evaluation.
4.2 A Classification System for Australian Soils
The Classification System for Australian Soils (Isbell, 1993) is an exclusive type 
classification system that has five categories and 14 classes in the highest 
category. This scheme uses some diagnostic horizons that are morphology
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based and, includes some chemical data, for example, pH and cation exchange 
properties.
The use of these diagnostic horizons and chemical data is similar to the USDA 
Soil Taxonomy scheme. However, their use is not exclusive, and depending on 
what the author views to be important, the development of the profile is used to 
group different soils, for example, Kandosol (well developed profile) and 
Rudosols (poorly developed profile) (see Appendix 4).
To a relatively inexperienced soil worker the classification of soils was simpler 
using the Classification for Australian Soils (Third Approximation) (Isbell, 1993) 
rather than the USDA Soil Taxonomy system (Soil Survey Staff, 1994). This was 
due to that at least some of the necessary data was available to use with the 
Classification for Australian Soils (Third Approximation) (Isbell, 1993), where as 
most of the available data was inappropriate for the USDA Soil Taxonomy 
system (Soil Survey Staff, 1994).
Unlike Soil Taxonomy, the Classification System for Australian Soils is written in 
a simpler fashion and relies less on specific definitions that are complicated and 
is therefore easier to follow. However, using less complicated definitions for a 
classification for the soil orders may allow the individual’s personal ideas to 
influence the classification instead of the classification system’s logic.
The assessment of the Classification for Australian Soils ability to classify soils in 
the Kiama region could not be assessed with full confidence due to the lack of 
necessary data. However, the Classification for Australian Soils (Third 
Approximation) (Isbell, 1993) did manage to satisfactorily classify a range of the 
Kiama regions’ soils into appropriate classes.
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Map Legend (from Hazelton, 1992)
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R E S ID U A L  L A N D S C A P E S
B A R R E N  G R O U N D S  (126 .5  k m 7)
Landscape— gently undulating to undulating uses with pooily diamed depiessions on 
Hawkesbury Sandstone plateau surface Local lehef is low (-:30 m) with slopes -.-10°<> 
Scattered benched rock outcrop and moderately incised drainage channels. Uncleared heath 
with scattered stands ot low woodland
Soils moderately deep (50 150 cm) Sands (Uc4 i 4) occur on crests and upper slopes and 
Leached Sands (Uc2 12) on midslopes Gleyed Podzolic Soils (Dg4 31) and Acid Peats(0) 
occur in drainage depressions
Lim itations waterlogging, peim.iiiently high watertable, high oigamc niattei. sodicity. high 
sluink swell (topsoil), low InrMity high available watm limiting capanty (topsoil)
JA M B E R O O  (8.5  k m ’)
Landscape lolling lulls with bioad ciests and edges Relief 100 200m  on Saddleback 
Latite Slopes -25%  l.xtens-ve'y cleaied with scatteied stands ol c.losed-toiesl 
Soils deep (>150 cin) Kiasnozems (Gn4 1 1) occui thiouyhout tins landscape with Slruc 
tuied Loams (Um6) localised on Saddleback Mountain Agglomerate 
Lim itations— run on. low we! bearing strength (topsoil)
R O B E R TS O N  (63.5  k m 1)
Landscape undulating tu lotting bills with flat-topped edges on basalt and basamte Relief 
3 0 - 100 m Slopes 5-15%  Remnant knolls and small rounded flat topped crests Extensively 
cleared with isolated stands ol low woodland and closed-forest
Soils deep (:• 150 cm) 'ed Ki asno/ems (Gn4 11) occur on upper slopes, brown Kiasnozems 
(Gn4 31) and Red Earths (Gn2 11) occur on midslopes and Xanthozems (Grvt 31) occur on 
lower slopes
Lim itations - steep slopes I c-ca'ised). high permeability, haidsertmg and sodicity, low avail 
able water-holding capacity n jpsoii)
M A D D E N S  P LA IN S  (34 .5  km-’)
Landscape moderate lo grehy undulatmq uses with dells (swamps) on plateau surfaces ol 
I tawkeshuiy Sandstone l oral rel-ef. 40 m Slopes- 11)"» Very bioad dtainagp depressions 
and scatteied rock outcrop - 15% Sedgelands, swamp, wet heath, dry heath and isolated 
stands ot open woodl.-md and sr mbland
Soils— Acid Peats (0) occu- m swamps, Gleyeo Podzolic Soils (Dg4 31) occui m drainage 
lines. Siliceous Sands (Uc5 i '• i and Podzols (Uc2 31) occur on lower slopes. Yellow Earths - 
l.atentes [(KS-G n2 8 1 . Cm  81) l nhosols (IJc 1 ?)| occur on ciests
Lim itations seasonal and permanent waterlogging, low fertility, high erosion hazaid. high 
shrink-swell (topsoil)
FA U L C O N B R ID G E  (1 k m 7)
Landscape -  level lo gently undulating crests arid ridges on plateau su' tacos of the t tawkesbury 
Sandstone. I ocal rebel '20  m Slopes • 5% Infrequent rock outcrop Partially cleared eucalypt 
woodland
Soils -  shallow (■ 50 cm) I .V iy  Sands (Uc4 p i. (Jc.5 ??) and Yellow Earths (Gn1 21. Gn2.P1. 
Gn2 24). some very shallow .. .ID cm) Siliceous Sands-t ithosols (Ur.1 2) ar.soci.ited with rock
Limitations r.li.illr tu- 1 11 I; 4 very  l i l ­ ilí lei tility and isolated rock outcioti
LUC AS H E IG H TS  (11.5  k m 7)
L a n d s c a p e  g e n tly  undu la ting  crests. ndges and p la te a u  s u ifa c e s  of the M itta g o n g  Form a- 
tinn  (a lte rn a tin g  h a n d s  ol share and lin e -g ra in e d  sa n d s to n e s ) Local re lie f 10 50 m S lopes  
• lb " ..  I lo c k  o u tc io p  is a b s i'- 'f  E d e n s iv e ly  oi r:r i: ii|) lt- t i‘ ly c li-a ie d , d iy  sc le ro p h y l! low  open- 
ton ".4 a n d  lo w  w o o d la n d
S o ils  m o d e ta te ly  d e e p  I50  t 30 cm ), tu id s e tt in g  Y e llow  I'o d z o iic  S o ils  and  Y e llow  S o lo tlis  
(D y2  4 1) a n d  l  a tn r it ic  Pod.- 3 Soil-. (Ry3 8 t ) on ‘ i u-4:. Y r llu w  T .n tin . (G n? 3-1) nn n o li -i 
e d g e s  o f  c ron 'iV  r - ' E -  ?, n, a i r ' . '  in va lley  Hats
Lim itations - . . In iim i-. . .... .-„i ■ - tdity. low  ava ila b le  w a tc i-h o ld in g  c a p .ic ily
G W YNNEV1LLE (1 k m 7)
Landscape u n d u la tin g  to  s teep  lu lls  on I ll3 w a u a  C oal M e a su re s  and  D a p to  Latrte  M em ber 
on  the  C o a s ta l P la in . Local re lic t lO - r ’ O m S lo p e s  3 -2 5 %  Broad to  n a rro w  (2 5 0 -8 5 0  m) 
ro u n d e d  rid g e s  and gen lly  lo  s te e p ly  inc lined  s lopes  S tru c tu ra l benches  and o cca s io n a l rock 
o u tc ro p  E x te n s iv e ly  cleared  ta ll open to 'e s t and  o pe -' lo res :
Soils sh a llo w  (50 100cm ) B io w n  P odzo lic  S o ils ' D t- : :  : D t:3 1 11 and X an th o ze m s  (Gn4 34) 
o n  u p p e r  s lo p e s  L ith o s o ls  ( U m i 4 3 . U C  22) or  s -m p ie  s lo p e s  a n d  s h a llo w  
(•-50 cm ) B row n E a rths (tJIfi 13) on  nuds lopes and lower s lopes
Limitations E xtrem e e ros ion  h a za rd , s le e p  slopes m i .s m o ve m e n t h aza rd  loca l flood ing  
R eac tive  im p a tm p a h le  and lo w  w e t hearing  s treng th  --lay sense,-is
APPENDIX 2, Kiama 1:100000 Map Sheet.
C O L L U V IA L  L A N D S C A P E S
H A W K E S B U R Y  (44 k m ')
Landscape—rollingto very stoop hills with slope gradients tanging from 2S-70”o onHawkesbury 
Sar-dstonc. Cicsts and ridges ore convex and moderately narrow (<300 m). Valleys are narrow 
and incised Rock oulciop occurs as horizontal benches and broken scarps up to to m high 
Oouiders and cobbles cover up to 50% ot the ground surlace Local relief is up to 200 m Mostly 
undisturf r n open-woodland with pockets of tall open-forest and closed-torest 
Soils shallow {<50 cm) Lithosols (lie 1 21) occur on crests and ndges Yellow Podzolic Soils 
(Dy* 11) and Yellow Earths (Gn2 2 t) occur on sideslopes Red Podzolic Soils (Dr4 a t) and 
Yellow Podzolic Soils (Dy5 .4 1) occu' on minoi shale lenses associated with high sides of some 
henrhes Siliceous Sands (Del 21) occur in valley flats
Limitations extreme soil erosion hazard, mass movement (iock tall) hazard, steep slopes, 
rock oulciop. shallow, stoniness, highly peimeatile soil. low soil fertility, high aluminium 
tnxinty
IL L A W A R R A  E S C A R P M E N T  (SO k m 7)
r------------------------- Landscape—steep to very steep slopes on Quaternary talus Relief 100 500 m Gradients
| I#  | 20 50%. Large landslips are common Mostly uncleared tall open foiest and closed lorest
Soils deep colluvial Red Podzolic Soils (DrT> 2 t) and Biown Podzolic Soils (Db4 2 t) occur 
oe slope: Lithosols (Uc5 t t) occui where the talus is leoent
L im ita tion s  -mass movement and rock fall hazard Steep ’'.lope:', an.-1 ok I r erne walei erosion 
hazard Reactive, low wel bearing strength (sutisoils). low soil le ililily
P IC TO N  (1 k m 7)
» ■ Landscape—steep to very steep sideslopes on Wianamatta Group and derived colluvial
| . p fl | maienals. usually having a southerly aspect. Relief 90 300m . Slope giadients >20°«
Expensively deared open-loiest
Soils—shallow to deep (50-200 cm) Red Podzolic Soils and Brown Podzolic Soils (D r2.1 1. 
D'3 11. D b i.1 l) on uppei slopes Brown Podzolic Soils. Yellow Podzolic Soils and Sololhs 
iDbi 11. Dy4 41. Dy4.42, Dy5.11) on lower slopes and benches with Red Eadhs and Btown 
P .vns (Gn4.11) on colluvial material. Very deep (>300 cm) Yellow Podzolic Soils and Soloths 
iDv3 i i) on lower slopes and in diainage lines.
Limitations extieme erosion hazard, mass movement (slump) hazard, steep slopes, occa- 
S'ona'iy impermeable and highly plastic shrmk-swell subsoils.
I Wb I
W A R R A G A M B A  (3 k m 7)
Landscape narrow convex crests and ndges. steep colluvial sideslopes on Narrabeen 
G'Ccc Local icliel 80 130 m Slopes >35% Tall open toiest and icmnnnt closod-forost in 
sherterea positions
Soils shallow lo deep (50 150 cm) Lithosols (UcO 1) on cicsts. Brown Earths, (Gn3 2) and 
Rod Podzolic Soils (Di3 f t )  on upper slopes and Yellow Podzolic Soils (Dy4 41) on lowei sicoes
Limitations mass movement hazard, sleep slope., severe soil elusion hazairl. rock (all
E R O S IO N A L L A N D S C A P E S
A LB IO N  P A R K  (23 k m 7)
Landscape shod slee|l uppei slope:. Willi long ueulle III. .1-,lopes on Iteny I nr m., lion I tiliet 
6 0 - I0 0 m  Foolslopes 5 - I Upper slopes II. '.()••.. Mostly cleared with stands ot tall open- 
tores!
Soils moderately deep (50 100 cm) Btown Podzolic Soils (Db4 11) occur on crests. Yellow 
Podzolic Soils (Dy3.21) on midslopes Soloths (Dy3 41) occut on tootslopes and drainage 
lines
Limitations wateilogging, seasonally high watertable. shnnk-swell. hardsettmg (topsoil), 
low wet bearing strength (subsoil), high available waier-holding capacity (topsoil and subsoil)
B O M B O  (75 .5  k m 7)
Landscape—tolling low hills with benched slopes and sea cliffs with extensive rock platforms 
on Bomho I ante. Relief 40- 100 m. Slope gradients 15-25°« Extensively cleared with stands 
ol closed-forest end tail open-forest
Soils shallow (^SO cm) Structured Loams (Um6) occur on crests, moderately deep 
(50 100 cm) Krasnozems (Gn4 11) on upper slopes and benches Brown Podzolic Soils 
(Dbl 11. Db! 21) and Red Podzolic Soils (Dr2 21) occur on mid and lower slopes 
Lim itations -rock fall hazard, wave erosion hazard, rock outcrop, hardsetting. low wet 
bearing slrength
C A M B E W A R R A  (166  k m 7)
Landscape sleep lo very sleep hills with broad colluvial benches on latite Relief 
100 -200  m. Slope gradients >30%. Partially cleared to extensive stands ot closed-torest 
Soils deep (>150 cm) Red Solonetzic Soils (Di5 31) or Krasnozems (Gn4 11) occur on upper 
slopes and benches Lithosols (Um6.24) occur on basarnte outcrops.
Lim itations— steep slopes, mass movement hazard, rock fall hazard, extreme water erosion 
hazard, shallow soil, rock outcrop, stoniness, low available water-holding capacity (topsoil), 
low wet bearing strength (subsoil) and sodicity
APPENDIX 2. Kiama 1:100000 Map RhgPt-
A E O L IA N  L A N D S C A P E S
1 K U R N E L L  (1 km 7)
Landscape -gently  undulating to rolling coastal dunefields and relict dunes on Quaternary 
sand. Local relief to 15 m Slope gradients <15%. North-south oriented dunes with convex 
narrow crests, broad gently inclined concave swales and isolated swamps Extensive 
heathland.
Soils— deep (>200 cm) sandy Podzols (Uc2,31. Uc2.32, Uc2.34) on dunes and in swales 
Organic Acid Peals (O) in swamps.
Lim itations extreme wind erosion hazard, highly permeable soils, very low fertility, moderate 
shrink-swell (subsoil) and permanently high watertables.
D E P O S IT IO N A L  L A N D S C A P E S
B A R R E N G A R R Y  (25 .5  k m 7)
----------------  Landscape moderately inclined to steep 10 30% slopes with broad (100 m) benches on
b 9______I R °rry Formation Reliet <300 m. Scattered rock outcrops similar to tors Extensively cleared
with scatteied stands of tall open-forest.
Soils deep (> 150 cm) Krasnozems (Gn4.11) occur on benches and midslopes and Xanthozems 
(G n3./1 ) occur on lower slopes. Lithosols (Um2.64) occur on steeper slopes.
Lim itations watei erosion hazard, mass movement hazard (localised), run on (localised), 
stoniness, high organic matter, high water-holding capacity, strongly acid.
F O U N T A IN D A L E  (13 .5  k m 7)
---------------- Landscape rolling low hills with long sideslopes on Budqong Sandstone in the .lamhetoo
to  | Valley. Heliel 40 80 m. Slopes <20%. Extensively denied with scatteied stands o l tall open
----------------1 forest and closed-forest. * • — r-i.
Soils moderately deep (50 100 cm) Brown Podzolic Soils (Db3.21. Ob2 1 1) and Yellow 
Podzolic Soils (Dy3.21. Dy2.1 l) occur
Lim itations— run-on, watei elusion hazard (localised), mass movement hazard (localised), 
hardsetting, stoniness, sodicity, moderate shrink-swell potential (subsoil).
G R E E N W E L L  P O IN T  (74 k m 7)
--------------- 1 Landscape— gently undulating rises on siltstone with small coastal cliffs. Relief >20 m. Slopes
OP I >3%. Mostly cleared with stands with low open-forest. Undisturbed areas of tall open-forest.
Soils— shallow (<50 cm) Structured Loams (Uc6.14) or moderately deep (50-100 cm) Yellow 
Podzolic Soils (D y2.11) on coastal cliffs Red SolodicSoils (Dr3 31) occur on simple slopes and 
in drainage lines.
Lim itations— shallow soil (localised), rock outcrop (localised), sodicity, hardsetting. high 
oigamc matter, moderate shrink-swell polential (subsoil).
N O W R A  (162  k m 7)
Landscape— moderately to gently undulating rises to low hills on Nowra Sandstone Relief 
n o  1 >40 m. Slopes >5%. Broad ridges and crests Benched sandstone outcrops adiacent to
' 1 drainage lines. Extensive to moderately cleared tall open-forest
Soils moderately deep (50 -100 cm) Biown Podzolic Soils (Db 1.11) occur on crests and 
upper slopes Soloths (Dy3.21) and/or Yellow Earths (Gn2.6l) occur midslopc Yellow 
Podzolic Soils (D y5.11) occur on lower slopes and drainage lines.
Lim itations run-on, rock outcrop (localised), shallow soil (localised), stoniness, hardsetting, 
sodicity. low permeability, low wet bearing strength (subsoil).
wt
W A T T A M O L L A  R O A D  (114 k m 7)
Landscape— long gently to moderately inclined sideslopes and undulating to rolling hills with 
broad benches on Budgong Sandstone. Relief <200m Slopes5-15%  Extensively cleared 
with stands of tall open forest.
Soils—moderately deep (5 0 -10 0  cm) Red Podzolic Soils (Dr2.31) on upper slopes and 
benches Yellow Podzolic Soils (Dy5.31) on mid and lower slopes.
Limitations rock outcrop, run-on, mass movement (localised), hardsetting. high organic 
matter. low wet bearing str ength, strongly acid. sodicity.
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S W A M P  L A N D S C A P E S
FA IR Y  M E A D O W  (3 3 .5  km")
Landscape—alluvial plains, floodplains, valley flats and terraces below the lllawarra Escarp­
ment. Relief <10 m. Slopes <5%. Almost completely cleared low open-torest and woodland. 
Soils— moderately deep (50-100 cm) Alluvial Loams (Um5.2) and Siliceous Sands (Uc1.21 , 
Uc5.11) on terraces. Prairie Soils (Gn4.31) and Yellow Podzolic Soils (Dy5.41) occur on the 
drainage plains.
L im itations— flood hazard, low wet bearing strength, highly permeable topsoils, highseasonal 
watertables.
K IL L A L E A  (14  k m 2)
Landscape—level to gently inclined wide alluvial plain with scattered swamps on Quaternary 
sediments. Relief <10 m. Slopes <3%. Extensively cleared with scattered trees.
Soils— moderate to deep (50->150 cm) Prairie Soils (G n3.2l) occur on drainage plains. 
Alluvial Soils (Ucl .21) occur on the alluvial plains. Humic Gleys (LK6.61) occur in swamps and 
low lying areas.
L im itations—flood hazard, waterlogging, permanently high watertable, high organic content, 
low permeability, shrink-swell potential (topsoil and subsoil), strongly acid, sodicity.
W 1N G E C A R R IB E E  (11 k m 2)
Landscape—low lying alluvial plains and closed depressions (swamps) on Quaternary 
w | r " 7 |  alluvium. Relief <10 m. Slopes <3%. Extensively cleared with scattered stands of tall open- 
1 1 ■— 1 forest and areas of closed sedgeland.
Soils—deep (>150cm) Acid Peats (0) occur in swamps. Gleyed Podzolic Soils (Dg4.51) occur 
on flats.
L im itations—run-on. waterlogging, permanently high watertables. high organic matter, low 
wet bearing strength.
M A R IN E  L A N D S C A P E S
W O L L O N G O N G  (5.5 k m 2)
----------------  Landscape— beaches and coastal foredunes on marine and aeolian sands. Beach plains with
relief <10 m, slopes <3%; foredunes with relief <15 m and slope gradients <35%. Spinitex 
grassland/herbland to closed-scrub on foredunes.
Soils— deep (>200 cm) Calcareous Sands (Uc1.11) on beaches, Siliceous Sands (Uc1.2 1) on 
foredunes, localised Humus Podzol/Podzol intergrades (Uc2.21) In low lying areas. 
Lim itations—extreme wind erosion hazard, non-cohesive, highly permeable soils, very low 
soil fertility, localised flooding and permanently high watertables.
E S T U A R IN E  L A N D S C A P E S
S E V E N  M ILE  (49 k m 2)
_____________  Landscape series o( dune ridges and swales, swamps or lagoons on Quaternary marine
• v, 8 m  I sands. Relief <b m. Slopes <5%. Watertable at depth of <200 cm. Open scrub, low open forest
-------------------- grading to tall open-forest. Pockets of closed-forest in sheltered areas.
Soils deep (>150 cm) Siliceous Sands (Uc1.21), Podzols (Uc2.21) occur on ridges Acid 
Peats (0) occur in swamps and Humus Podzols (Uc4.21) occur in swales (localised). 
Lim itations— wind erosion hazard, non-cohesive soil, very low available water-holding 
capacity, sodicity, salinity, low fertility.
mb
M A N G R O V E  C R E E K  (7 k m 2)
Landscape—vegetated tidal flats In estuarine areas on Holocene sediments Relief <3 m 
Slopes <3%. Mangrove open-scrub, saltmarsh herbland. sedgeland and low open-foiest. 
Soils—deep (>150 cm) Siliceous Sands (U cl.21 ) and Calcareous Sands (U d  11) and 
Solonchaks (U c1.11) occur on mangrove flats. Humic Gley Soils (Uc4.53) and Solonchaks 
(Ucl .11) occur on saltmarshes.
Limitations - regular tidal flooding and waterlogging, saline soil, very low soil fertility.
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C O O L O N G A T T A  (78 .5  km *)
Landscape— undulating to (oiling low hills on Berry Formation. Heliel 10-100 m. Slopes 
5 20%. Extensively cleared with scattered open-woodland with occasional shrubs.
Soils— Lithosols (Um6 12) occur on crests and upper slopes. Moderately deep (5 0 -1 00cm) 
Brown Earths (Gn3 22) occur on midslopcs. Deep (> 150 cm) Rod and/or Yellow Podzolic Soils 
(D r3.31. Dy3.31) occur on lower slopes and in adjacent drainage lines.
L im itations— water erosion hazard, surface movement potential (localised), mass movement 
hazard (localised), hardsetting. stonincss, strongly acid low wet bearing strength (topsoil), 
shrink swell (subsoil)
K IA M A  (15 .5  km *)
Landscape- -rolling low hills with broad crests, long convex slopes and steep coastal 
lie.KlI.mds on Blow holt- lutito Relief <10 60 m Slopes - 20% Extensive rock outcrop 
Extensively cleared with stands ot closed-forest.
Soils deep (> 1 SO cm) Kiar.no/emr, (Gn4 t t) on emstr. anil uppoi slopes and Prairie Soils 
(Gn4 51. G n4.8 l) on lower slopes
Lim itations run on. water erosion ha/aid (localised), mass movement hazaid (localised), 
sodicity, low permeability, low wet bearing strength, moderate shrink-swell (subsoil).
P r
P U LP IT  R O C K  (9 km *)
Landscape— convex weathered rugged sandstone cliffs on Nowta Sandstone with talus 
slopes. Relief <80 m Slopes >30% Extensive caves and concave weathered pinnacles 
Partially uncleared with low open-woodland.
Soils— soil is often discontinuous Lithosols (Uc1 21) occur on crests, midslopes and lower 
slopes. Moderate to deep ( 100 >150 cm) Yellow Podzolic Soils (Dy2 31 and Dy3.11) occur on 
midslopes and lower slopes
Lim itations— steep slopes mass movement hazard, rock fall hazard, rock outcrop, water 
erosion hazard, shallow sols, stoniness, hardsetting. and low available water-holding capacity
sh
S H E L L H A R B O U R  (43 .5  km *)
Landscape— rolling low hills with long sideslopes and broad drainage plains on Budgong 
Sandstone. Relief 30 -50  m Slopes <20%. extensively cleared with stands ot tall open-lorest 
and closed forest
Soils deep (>150 c m Piame Soils (G n3.2l) occur on crests and upper slopes. Brown 
Kmsno7cms (Gn3 14) o r  cm  on midslopos Red Podzolic Soils (Dr4.41) and Prairie Soils 
(D y4.11) occur on lowei slopes and drainage plains
Lim itations mass movement (localised), shallow soil (localised), water erosion hazard 
(localised), sodicity. haioserrmg. low permeability, low wet bearing strength (subsoil), high 
shrink-swell (subsoil)
W IL D E S  M E A D O W  (71 km *)
Landscape-r-geptiy.unouiating rises grading to low hills on Wianamatta Group— Bnngelly 
S ha le . Local relief >40 m Slopes 10 20%. Extensively deaied with stands of tall open-forest 
Soils moderately deep 150 100 cm) Xanthozems (Gn3.71) occur on crests and upper 
slopes. Yellow Podzolic S'vir. (Oy5 11) and Yellow Earths (Gn2.81) occur on mid and lower 
slopes.
Lim itations surface movemoni potential, waiei erosion hazard, mass movement hazard 
(localised), seasonal w are 'logging (localised), high available water-holding capacity (topsoil), 
strongly acid, sodicity. hiy*' organic, mattai (topsoil)
F L U V IA L  L A N D S C A P E S
E L L E R S L IE  (21 .5  km *)
L a n d s c a p e — undulating narrow floodplains and terrace surfaces with minor depressions and 
small intermittent swamps on Quaternary alluvium Relief<10m. Slopes <5%. Scattered 
volcanic sandstone boulders. Extensively cleared with isolated stands ot tall open-forest. 
Soils—deep (250 cm) Alluvial Soils on floodplain and in drainage lines. Gleyed Podzolic Soils 
(Dg2.41) and Soloths (D b2.4l) occur on lower terraces and in depressions. Yellow Podzolic 
Soils (D y3.11) and structured plastic days (Uf6.33) occur on the upper terraces.
L im itations__flood hazard, permanently high watertable, hardsetting, high organic matter, low
permeability, low wet beating stiength and slight shrink-swell potential (topsoil)
Sf
S H O A L H A V E N  (182  km *)
Landscape level to gently undulating present river bed and banks, active floodplain with 
levees and backwater swamps on alluvium. Flat to gently undulating terrace surfaces ot the 
Shoalhaven River. Relief <5 m and slopes <3%. Completely cleared.
Soils moderately deep (50 100 cm) Prairie Soils (Gn4.31) occur on levees. Red Earths 
(G n2.11) and Yellow and Red Podzolic Soils (Dy 2.51. Dr2.21) occur on terraces. Alluvial Soils 
(Uc1.22. Uc1.23) and Gleyed Podzolic (potential Acid Sulphate) Soils (Dgl .41) occur on the 
floodplain.
L im itations— flood hazard, seasonal waterlogging, permanently high watertable, hardsetting. 
acid sulphate potential (subsoil), strongly acid, moderate shrink-swell (topsoil).
APPENDIX 2. FAMILY CRITERI A
APPENDIX 3. Family Criteria
Gravel content o f  surface soil (visual estimate of coarse fragments)
Non-gravelly [E] less than 2% '
Slightly gravelly [F] 2 - < 10%
Gravelly [G] 10 - < 20%
'Moderately gravelly [H] 20 - 50%
Very gravelly [i] greater than 50%
Surface soil texture
Peaty [J] see P ea ty  h orizon
Sandy [K] S-LS-CS (up to 10% clay)
Loamy [L] SL-L (10-20% clay)
Clay loamy [M] SCL-CL (20-35% clay)
Silty [N] ZL-ZCL (25-35% clay and silt 25% or more) ■
Clayey [O] LC-MC-HC (more than 35% clay)
B horizon maximum texture*
Sandy [K] S-LS-CS (up to 10% clay)
Loamy [L] SL-L (10-20% clay)
Clay loamy [M] SCL-CL (20-35% clay)
Silty [N] ZL-ZCL (25-35% clay and silt 25% or more)
Clayey [O] LC-MC-HC (more than 35% clay)
Depth o f  solum
Very shallow [T] less than 0.25 m
Shallow [U] 0.25 - < 0.5 m
Moderate [V] 0.5 - < 1.0 m
y Deep [W] 1.0 - < 1.5 m
Very deep [X] 1.5-5 m
Giant [Y] greater than 5 m
\
* T his refers to the m ost c layey  fie ld  texture category. .
Figure 9 .  Fam ily Criteria for C a lc a r o so ls
Cumulative thickness of organic materials
Thin tu r : less than 0.5 m
Moderate [V] : 0.5 - < 1.0 m
Thick [W] : 1.0 - < 1.5 m
Very thick [X] : 1.5 - 5 m
Giant [Y] : greater than 5 m
Figure 1 0 .  Fam ily Criteria for O r g a n o s o ls
APPENDIX 2. FAMILY CRITERIA
F a m i l y  C r i t e r i a
A l  h o r iz o n  th ic k n e s s
Thin [A] : less than 0.1 m
Medium [B] 0.1 - < 0.3 m
Thick [C] 0.3 - 0.6 m
Very thick [D] greater than 0.6 m
G r a v e l c o n te n t o f  A 1  h o r izo n  (visual estimate of coarse fragments)
Non-gravelly [E] less than 2%
Slightly gravelly [F] 2 - < 10%
Gravelly [G] 10- <20%
Moderately gravelly [H] 20 - 50%
Very gravelly [I] greater than50%
A 1  h o r iz o n  te x tu r e
Peaty [J] See P e a ty  h o r iz o n
Sandy [K] S-LS-CS (up to 10% clay)
Loamy [L] SL-L (10-20% clay)
Clay loamy [M] SCL-CL (20-35% clay)
Silty [N] ZL-ZCL (25-35% clay and silt 25% or more)
Clayey [O] LC - MC - HC (greater than 35% clay)
B  h o r iz o n  m a x im u m te x tu r e *
Sandy [K] S-LS-CS (up to 10% clay)
Loamy [LI SL-L (10-20% clay)
Clay loamy [M] SCL-CL (20-35% clay)
Silty [N] ZL-ZCL (25-35% clay and silt 25% or more)
Clayey [0] LC - MC - HC (greater than 35% clay)
D e p th  o f  s o lu m
Very shallow [T] less than 0.25 m
Shallow [U] 0.25 - < 0.5 m
Moderate [V] 0.5 - < 1.0 m
Deep [W] 1.0 - < 1.5 m
Very deep [X] 1.5 - 5 m
Giant [Y] greater than 5 m
* This refers to the most clayey field texture category.
Figure 11. Family Criteria for Chromosols, Dermosols, Hydrosols, Ferrosols, Kurosols,
Podosols and Tenosols
APPENDIX 2. FAMILY CRITERI A
G ra ve l c o n ten t o f  su rfa ce  so il (visual estimate of coarse fragments)
-Non-gravelly [E] less than 2%
Slightly gravelly [F] ? 2 - < 10%
Gravelly [G] 10 - < 20%
Moderately gravelly [H] 20 - 50%
Very gravelly [I] greater than 50%
S u rfa c e  s o i l  te x tu re
Sandy [K] S-LS-CS (up to 10% clay)
Loamy [L] SL-L (10-20% clay)
Clay loamy [M] SCL-CL (20-35% clay)
Silty [N] ZL-ZCL (25-35% clay and silt 25% or more)
Clayey [0] LC-MC-HC (greater than 35% clay)
D e p th  o f  s o i l
Very shallow [T] less than 0.25 m
Shallow [U] 0.25 - < 0.5 m
Moderate [V] 0.5 - < 1.0 m
Deep [W] 1.0 - < 1.5 m
Very deep [X] 1.5 - 5 m
Giant [Y] greater than 5 m
F ig u r e  1 2 .  Fam ily Criteria for R u d o so ls
Gravel content o f  A horizon (visual estimate of coarse fragments)
Non-gravelly [E] less than 2%
Slightly gravelly [F] 2 - < 10%
Gravelly [G] 10 - < 20%
Moderately gravelly [H] 20 - 50%
Very gravelly m greater than 50%
Clay content o f  upper 0.1 m (excluding any surface crusty horizon)
Fine [Q] less than 45% clay
Medium fine [R] 45 - 60% clay
Very fine [S] greater than 60% clay
B horizon maximum clay content
Fine [Q] less than 45% clay
Medium fine [R] 45 - 60% clay
Very fine [S] greater than 60% clay
Depth o f  solum
Very shallow [T] less than 0.25 m
Shallow [U] 0.25 - <0.5 m
Moderate [V] 0.5 - < 1.0 m
Deep [W] 1.0 - < 1.5 m
Very deep [X] 1.5 - 5 m
Giant [Y] greater than 5 m
F ia u r e  1 3 .  Fam ily  Criteria for V e r to so ls
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APPENDIX FOUR. KFYTOSOII ORDERS
APPENDIX 4. Key to Soil Orders
KEY TO SOIL ORDERS
Note that the material below is not necessarily a complete definition of each Order.
When an apparent identification is made via the key, the full definition of the Order
must be checked by turning to the page indicated.
A. Man-made soils eg. mine spoil etc. (classification not yet developed).
ANTHROPOSOLS
B. Soils that either
1. Have more than 0.4 m of o rgan ic  materials* within the upper 0.8 m and are not 
regularly inundated by tidal waters. The required thickness may either extend down 
from the surface or be taken cumulatively within the upper 0.8 m; or
2. Have o rgan ic  m a teria ls extending from the surface to a minimum depth of 0.1 m; 
these either directly overlie rock or other hard layers, partially weathered or 
decomposed rock or saprolite, or overlie fragmental material such as gravel, 
cobbles or stones in which the interstices are filled with organic material.
ORGANOSOLS (P.49)
C. Other soils that have a Bs, Bhs or Bh horizon (see P od o so l d iagn ostic  horizons). 
These horizons may occur singly or in combination.
PODOSOLS (P.52)
D. Other soils with:
1. A clay field texture or 35% or more clay in all subhorizons-except for thin, surface 
crusty horizons (crusts or flakes) of 0.0 3 m or less in thickness, and
2. Unless wet, have open cracks at some time in most years which are at least 5 mm 
wide and extend upward to the surface or to the base of any plough layer or thin, 
surface crusty horizon, and
3. At some depth in the profile, slickensides and/or lenticular peds.
VERTOSOLS (P.72)
££BlNDjXFOUR. KEY TO SOIL ORDERS
E. Other soils in which the greater part of the profile is saturated for at least several 
months in most years.
HYDROSOLS (P.33)
F. Other soils with a c le a r  o r  a b ru p t tex tu ra l B  h orizon  which is strongly acid (pH  1:5 
H2O is less than 5.5) in the major part* of the upper 0.2 m of the B2 horizon (or the 
B2 horizon if it is less than 0.2 m thick).
KUROSOLS (P.46)
G. Other soils with a c le a r  o r  a b ru p t tex tu ra l B horizon  which is sodic (E SP  of 6 or 
more) in the major part* of the upper 0.2 m of the B2 horizon (or the B2 horizon if 
it is less than 0.2 m thick). Soils with strongly subplastic upper B2 horizons are 
excluded.
SODOSOLS (P.60)
H. Other soils with a c le a r  o r  a b ru p t tex tu ra l B horizon  in which the p H  (1:5 H2O) is 
5.5 or greater in the major part* of the upper 0.2 m of the B2 horizon (or the B2 
horizon if it is less than 0.2 m thick).
CHROMOSOLS (P.20)
I. Other soils which:
Are either calcareous** throughout the solum or at least directly below the A1 or Ap 
horizon or a depth of 0.2 m, whichever is shallower. The carbonate is a result of 
soil forming processes (either current or relict) in contrast to fragments of 
calcareous rock such as limestone. See also ca lc re te  .
CALCAROSOLS (P.15)
* The "major part" means that the requirement must be met over more than half the specified thickness. 
Analyses or estimates should be used from subhorizons that subdivide the thickness, or if the 
subhorizons are not recognized, then from subsamples of the relevant horizons.
** Presence of carbonate segregations or fine earth (soil matrix) effervescence with 1 N HC1.
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J. Other soils which: '
1. Have B2 horizons with structure more developed than weak* throughout the major 
part* of the horizon, and
2. Have B2 horizons which are high in free iron oxide (greater than 5% Fe - see 
Comment and footnote in Ferrosols).
FERROSOLS (P.30)
K. Other soils which have B2 horizons with structure more developed than weak 
throughout the major part* of the horizon.
DERMOSOLS (P.25)
L. Other soils which:
1. Have well-developed B2 horizons in which the major part* is massive or has only a 
weak grade of structure, (see also ten ic B  h orizon ) and
2. Have a clay content or a clay maximum in the B2 horizon which exceeds 15% (i.e. 
heavy sandy loam, SL+).
KANDOSOLS (P.41)
M. Other soils with negligible (rudimentary) pedological organisation apart from the 
minimal development of an A1 horizon. There is little or no texture or colour 
change with depth unless stratified, and the soils are apedal or only weakly 
structured. Pedogenic carbonate is not present although some soils may be 
calcareous because of parent rock or shell fragments, or aeolian accession of fine 
carbonate.
RUDOSOLS
N. Other soils. TENOSOLS
# It is common experience that pedologists are inclined to use the phrase weak to moderate when they are 
in doubt as to the grade of structure. If such a designation is used it will result in the soil being classed 
as a Ferrosol or Dermosol.
* A "major part" means that the requirement must be met over more than half the specified thickness. 
Analyses or estimates should be used from subhorizons that subdivide the thickness, or if the 
subhorizons are not recognized, then from subsamples of the relevant horizons.
(P.56)
(P.65)
